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Abstract

Contingent capital has great potential to improve corporate governance in Systemically Important Financial Institutions (SIFIs). Early initiatives by European SIFIs to include contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation packages lack governance-improving designs. This Article suggests the use of contingent convertible bonds with an early conversion trigger in executive compensation. The proposal adds an important element to the literature on inside debt and the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation. Contingent convertible bonds with early triggers could be preferable to other debt instruments because, in addition to lowering income inequality and increasing sustainability, the early trigger design can improve incentives for executives to lower risk-taking, improve signaling of default risk, and increase incentives for monitoring by creditors and shareholders. The recognition of ownership characteristics in design features adds an important element to the literature on contingent capital trigger designs. The methodological assumptions of incomplete contract theory can improve the analysis of executive compensation arrangements.
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I. Introduction

Since the financial crisis of 2008–2009 (Financial Crisis), existing executive compensation policies and the level of executive compensation have been increasingly scrutinized. 1


2. See generally Lucian A. Bebchuk, Alma Cohen & Holger Spamann, The Wages of Failure: Executive Compensation at Bear Stearns and Lehman 2000–2008, 27 YALE J. ON REG. 257 (2010); see also Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 274–75 (arguing that because shareholders are incentivized to encourage management to take risks beyond the socially optimal level, corporate governance reforms should include reforms of executive compensation policies). Because of implicit government guarantees for bank debt, existing executive compensation policies do not incentivize bondholders and other creditors to monitor risk-taking by executives. Id.

compensation in executive pay packages may have resulted in inappropriate executive risk-taking, short-termism, a lack of sustainability, income inequality, and a classic moral hazard problem.

For more than three decades, theoretical research on executive compensation has focused almost exclusively on adjusting executive compensation with equity-based products alone, such as stocks and stock options. While equity-based compensation policies may increase risk-taking, some empirical studies have shown that risk-taking can decline if executives hold more debt relative to their equity holdings. An increasing part of


5. Id.

6. Executive remuneration via stock options resulted in executives sharing in shareholders' gain but insulated them from shareholders' losses. This may have led executives to use excessively risky strategies because there was no penalty for management. See Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 249–50 (discussing the role of excessive risk-taking in the financial sector and its impact on the Financial Crisis); see also Bebchuk, Cohen & Spamann, supra note 2, at 259 (analyzing executive compensation at Bear Stearns and Lehman from 2000–2008); Rüdiger Fahlenbrach & Rene M. Stulz, Bank CEO Incentives and the Credit Crisis, 99 J. Fin. Econ. 11, 12 (2011) (arguing that the most plausible explanation for these findings is that CEOs “took actions that they believed the market would welcome,” but “[e]x post, these actions were costly to their banks”); Andrea Beltratti & Rene M. Stulz, Why Did Some Banks Perform Better During the Credit Crisis? A Cross-Country Study of the Impact of Governance and Regulation (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 15180, 2009), http://www.nber.org/papers/w15180.pdf.


the literature is now considering the role of debt for manager incentives (the creditor-centered approach). Debt in executive compensation packages can help lower risk incentives, lower income inequality, address short-termism, and create sustainability.

The benefits of debt in executive compensation packages can be enhanced by using contingent convertible bonds (CCBs), which can either be written down or converted into equity upon a triggering event. Unlike traditional contingent convertible

Working Paper No. 11-49, 2011) [hereinafter Tung & Wang], available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1570161 (finding that banks with higher CEO debt–equity ratios are likely to take less risk and perform better during a financial crisis than those with lower CEO debt–equity ratios); Chenyang Wei & David Yermack, Investor Reactions to CEOs’ Inside Debt Incentives (Fed. Reserve Bank of N.Y., Staff Report No. 445, 2011), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1604046 (noting that many studies have found that firms face a lower cost of debt when the CEO has a high ratio of inside-debt-to-inside-equity compensation). Other studies reject the idea that executive compensation and risk-taking are correlated. See Fahlenbach & Stulz, supra note 6, at 12 (arguing that the link between incentive and risk-taking is not proven); Andrew C. W. Lund, Compensation as Signaling, 64 Fla. L. Rev. 591, 593 (2012) (stating that the interest in executives’ pay structure as related to concerns about risk-taking is misplaced); Karl S. Okamoto & Douglas O. Edwards, Risk Taking, 32 Cardozo L. Rev. 159, 183 (2010) (arguing that the prevailing view, which suggests altering executives’ compensation packages, may not be the solution to excessive risk-taking).


10. See generally Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1.

11. Other terms for contingent capital securities (CCSs) include contingent convertible bonds (CCBs), or CoCos. This Article will predominantly refer to these hybrid instruments as contingent convertible bonds or CCBs.

12. See Charles Himmelberg, Amanda HindlIon, Sandra Lawson &
bonds issued to investors, the emphasis for contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation is not on a capital infusion when the Systematically Important Financial Institution (SIFI) is in a crisis, but rather on governance-improving designs to help optimize management’s incentives. Adding contingent convertible bonds with an early trigger to the calibration of executive compensation packages could improve the corporate governance of SIFIs. More specifically, contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation packages can help to improve incentives for risk-taking by executives, facilitate monitoring by creditors and shareholders, align executives’ interests with those of different constituents, promote sustainability, and reduce income inequality.

Using contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation is not a mere theoretical proposal.


14. See generally Wulf A. Kaal, Initial Reflections on the Possible Application of Contingent Capital in Corporate Governance, 26 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POLY 101 (2012) (summarizing the possible applications of contingent convertible bonds in corporate governance); see also Wulf A. Kaal & Christoph K. Henkel, Contingent Capital with Sequential Triggers, 49 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 221 (2012). The conversion feature of CCBs and the threat of dilution for equity holders could change the power structure, control dynamic, and dependencies within SIFIs. The market in contingent convertible bonds is slowly evolving. See infra Part VI.B. With increasing issuances, contingent capital design features will continue to develop. The efficient functioning of contingent capital designs could benefit from experimentation and a learning experience that takes into account corporate governance considerations. Combined with other corporate governance mechanisms, CCBs, as an internal institution-specific mechanism, could help fill the void left by regulators’ seeming inability to supervise financial institutions effectively.

15. See Coffee, supra note 9, at 807 (discussing how implementing an early trigger for conversion may deter excessive risk-taking).

16. See infra Part V.B.2.
Barclays, Inc. (Barclays) has already issued contingent capital securities to its executives under its Contingent Capital Plan (CCP).17 Barclays's CCP, however, does not allow for conversion from debt into equity, much less with an early trigger before any other contingent convertible bonds can be triggered. Barclays’s issuance seems to serve a mere signaling function, only marginally improves corporate governance, and leaves the incentives for executives untouched. The design adjustment proposed in this Article helps optimize the effectiveness and corporate governance improvements of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation.

This Article includes five Parts. Part II evaluates reform proposals for executive compensation policies before and after the enactment of the Dodd–Frank Act and demonstrates that the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation adds important elements to the debate on reform proposals. Part III introduces the concept of contingent capital securities, contingent capital's quasi-public-good characteristics, and the possible application of contingent capital bonds for corporate governance improvements in SIFIs. Part IV shows that the relational elements in executive compensation contracts are inadequately acknowledged by classical contract theory and spot contract theory. The shortcomings in the analysis of executive compensation contracts under the classical contract model and spot contract model can be overcome with the methodological assumptions of the relational or incomplete contract model in New Institutional Economics. Part V introduces the idea of contingent capital bonds in executive compensation and highlights the design and governance shortcomings in Barclays’s Contingent Capital Plan. Part V shows that contingent convertible bonds with early triggers can add important elements to the literature on inside debt and the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation. The recognition of

17. See BARCLAYS, BARCLAYS PLC ANNUAL REPORT 2010 172 (2010) [hereinafter BARCLAYS ANNUAL REPORT], http://reports.barclays.com/ar10/files/Annual_Report_2010.pdf (stating that 50% of the deferred incentive rewards will be contingent capital awards under the CCP); Megan Murphy & Jennifer Hughes, Barclays Causes a Stir with Cocos Plan, FIN. TIMES, Jan. 25, 2011, at 22 (discussing the issuance of contingent convertible bonds as part of employees’ bonuses) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review).
ownership characteristics in design features also adds an important element to the literature on contingent capital trigger designs.

II. Reform Proposals for Executive Compensation

Corporate governance reform proposals after the Financial Crisis have recognized the importance of executive compensation.18 Although the effects of equity-based compensation are unclear and are the subject of a long academic debate,19 equity-based compensation predominates

18. The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission lists executive compensation as one of the primary factors contributing to the crisis (among other factors such as lack of transparency, excessive borrowing, and high risk investments). Final Report, supra note 1, at xix, xxvi. Executive compensation takes a prominent role among other important factors (such as accounting, liquidity, and capital regulation) in the Financial Services Authority’s Turner Review in the United Kingdom. Fin. Servs. Auth., The Turner Review: A Regulatory Response to the Global Banking Crisis 80 (2009), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/turner_review.pdf (highlighting contributing factors and international approaches to banking reform).

executive compensation in the United States. The focus on equity-based compensation in executive compensation packages may have resulted in short-termism, suboptimal incentives for managers, a lack of sustainability, income inequality, and a classic moral hazard problem. The appropriate response to the shortcomings in equity-based executive compensation is debated among academics and


20. See DANIEL A. COHEN, AIYESHA DEY & THOMAS Z. LYS, THE SARBANES–OXLEY ACT OF 2002: IMPLICATIONS FOR COMPENSATION STRUCTURE AND RISK-TAKING INCENTIVES OF CEOs 29 (2004), http://leeds-faculty.colorado.edu/Bhagat/SOX-CEO-Compensation-Investment.pdf (covering the period from 1992 to 2003 and dividing compensation into fixed salary, bonuses, and options); Cassell et. al., supra note 8, at 597 (depicting CEO-to-firm debt–equity ratio); Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1553 (defining the ratio of equity-to-inside-debt as benefit pensions and deferred compensation); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 13 (measuring debt as defined benefit pension and deferred compensation).

21. See Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 249–50 (discussing problems in bank executives’ pay, possible remedies, and government intervention); Bebchuk, Cohen & Spamann, supra note 2, at 259 (analyzing executive compensation at Bear Stearns and Lehman from 2000–2008); Fahlenbrach & Stulz, supra note 6, at 12 (arguing that the most plausible explanation for these findings is that CEOs “took actions that they believed the market would welcome,” but “[e]x post, these actions were costly to their banks”); Beltratti & Stulz, supra note 6, at 1–2 (investigating limitations for bank performance during the Financial Crisis).

22. See, e.g., Jennifer G. Hill, Regulating Executive Remuneration after the Global Financial Crisis: Common Law Perspectives, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON EXECUTIVE PAY (Jennifer G. Hill & Randall S. Thomas eds., 2012) (discussing the nexus between executive compensation and the Financial Crisis); Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1 (analyzing how banks’ compensation structures produced incentives for excessive risk-taking); see also Posner, supra note 1, at 1040–41 (arguing that, while the Financial Crisis cannot be attributed directly to executive overcompensation, CEOs have an incentive to increase leverage because of compensation tied by stock options to share value, generous severance packages, etc.); FINAL REPORT, supra note 1, at xix (stating that “compensation systems—designed in an environment of cheap money, intense
The debate pre- and post- Dodd–Frank Act has been shaped by the apparent shortcomings in equity-based competition, and light regulation—too often rewarded the quick deal, the short-term gain—without proper consideration of long-term consequences”). “Often, those systems encouraged the big bet—where the payoff on the upside could be huge and the downside limited. This was the case up and down the line—from the corporate boardroom to the mortgage broker on the street.” Id. But see Fahlenbrach & Stulz, supra note 6, at 11–12 (investigating whether bank performance during the recent credit crisis is related to CEO incentives before the crisis and finding some evidence that banks with CEOs whose incentives were better aligned with the interests of shareholders performed worse and no evidence that they performed better); Beltratti & Stulz, supra note 6, at 2–5 (examining whether bank performance is related to bank-level governance, country-level governance, country-level regulation, and bank balance sheet and profitability characteristics before the crisis).

executive compensation, by experiences with Enron and other financial scandals, and by the Sarbanes–Oxley Act, as well as by the Financial Crisis. Recent efforts to include debt-based instruments in executive compensation could help address many of the shortcomings in equity-based compensation.

A. Pre Dodd–Frank Act

There is some evidence that executive compensation played a role in governance shortcomings before the Enron scandal. Despite this evidence, the regulatory response after the collapse of Enron focused predominantly on audit failure. Executive compensation was only marginally addressed in the Sarbanes–Oxley Act (SOX). Increased shareholder involvement in


executive compensation, director elections, and other corporate governance matters were notably absent from the Sarbanes–Oxley Act. Reform proposals after the Enron scandal but before the Financial Crisis and the eventual enactment of the Dodd–Frank Act focused in part on increasing shareholder involvement, linking compensation to executive performance, and optimizing transparency.

Before the Financial Crisis and the enactment of the Dodd–Frank Act that would eventually include provisions to enhance shareholder involvement, proposals for reform included attempts to establish say-on-pay plans requiring a stockholder vote on manager compensation. The United Kingdom implemented a say-on-pay scheme in 2002 and Germany began allowing


nonbinding votes on management compensation by shareholders during the annual meeting in 2010.29

Other reform proposals before the enactment of the Dodd–Frank Act focused on linking pay with executive performance. Proposals in this context included tying executive compensation to the entity’s performance by granting stock options,30 backloading executive compensation and tying it to the future performance of the company,31 prohibiting severance pay,32 and granting restricted stock with a mandatory holding period.33 Other proposals to increase executive performance suggest a reduction in equity compensation and bonuses caused by industry-based movements and changes in the economy,34 awarding bonuses only for accounting improvements that are sustained over time,35 and curtailing “soft-landing” arrangements.36

Another major focus of reform proposals before the enactment of the Dodd–Frank Act had been transparency in the disclosure of executives’ compensation packages. Proposals to improve transparency included placing a dollar value on all

---


32. Id.

33. Bhagat & Romano, supra note 1, at 363; Samuelson & Stout, supra note 1, at A13.

34. Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 1, at 669.

35. Id. at 670.

36. See id. at 671–72 (stating that these arrangements “provide generous compensation for executives being pushed out due to failure” and narrow “the payoff gap between good and poor performance”).
elements of executive compensation and disclosing the value in SEC filings, disclosing sales of equity instruments, disclosing nondeductible compensation, appointing a compensation representative to represent shareholder interests in setting executive pay, and appointing a “high-quality” compensation committee consisting of experienced, independent members.

B. Post Dodd–Frank Act

Congress passed the Dodd–Frank Act as a response to the Financial Crisis. The Act adopted many of the suggestions from the precrisis literature on executive compensation and added other safeguards. The Dodd–Frank Act’s provisions pertaining to executive compensation provide for a nonbinding shareholder vote to approve executive compensation, disclosure of relationship between executive compensation and the financial

37. Posner, supra note 1, at 1045.
38. Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 1, at 668.
39. Id. at 668–69.
40. Id. at 668.
44. Id. § 951.
performance of the entity, disclosure of the annual total compensation of the CEO and the relationship to the median annual compensation of employees, disclosure of hedging behavior, claw-back provisions, an independent compensation committee, and prohibition of compensation arrangements that encourage inappropriate risks or could lead to material financial loss to the financial institution.

The post-Dodd–Frank Act-reform debate is predominated by dissension over say-on-pay provisions. Critics argue that shareholder voting on executive compensation could actually hurt shareholders because it diffuses responsibility regarding compensation and insulates directors’ reputations. With say-on-pay provisions in place, directors may be incentivized to authorize larger compensation packages that are less sensitive to performance. Moreover, shareholders may lack the incentives and resources to evaluate the information and may not be able to determine whether executive pay is reasonable. Say-on-pay provisions could give proxy advisory firms more power.

45. Id. § 953(a)(i).
46. Id. § 953(b).
47. Id. § 955.
48. Id. § 954(b).
49. Id. § 952.
50. Id.
51. Id. § 956(a)(1)(B).
54. See id. (proposing an opt-out of the say-on-pay regime by shareholder vote).
56. Gordon, supra note 26, at 325.
To remedy the shortcomings, some suggest that Congress give shareholders a right to opt into a binding vote on the board’s pay scheme, while others suggest that shareholders should have a right to decide whether a public firm should schedule a vote on executive compensation. Information disclosed should include details on the pay of executives at competitor companies, and shareholders should have a right to decide whether a public firm should schedule a vote on executive compensation.

Despite its many critics, say-on-pay may have led to improvements. As a result of say-on-pay requirements, some firms may have reduced compensation and increased performance measures for executive compensation. Because poorly performing companies with high pay levels can expect shareholder dissent, say-on-pay may attract strong shareholder support. Shareholders may perceive compensation procedures as fairer under say-on-pay, which could increase shareholder confidence in an entity’s board of directors and increased investor interest in the entity.

---


58. Gordon, *supra* note 26, at 326 (arguing that this regime would focus attention on firms with the most questionable practices).


60. Gordon, *supra* note 26, at 326 (arguing that this regime would focus attention on firms with the most questionable practices, enabling successful implementation to be observed by similar firms and possibly causing them to change their behavior).


63. See id. (“In this paper we find affected firms reduce their compensation, with that decrease being greater for firms that overpaid their CEOs in prior periods. We also find evidence that they increased their use of performance-based compensation.”).

C. The Creditor-Centered Approach

Executive compensation in the United States mostly takes the form of equity-based instruments. Changes to the tax code and other regulation encourage equity-based compensation for executives. The justification of executive compensation with equity-based products has been a major focus of theoretical research on executive compensation in the past three decades. However, an increasing part of the literature is now considering the role of debt for manager incentives, and empirical studies show that risk-taking can decline if executives hold more debt relative to their equity holdings.

Bebchuk and Spaman show that a compensation package that includes a basket of securities representing a predefined percentage of the aggregate value of all outstanding bonds, preferred shares, and common shares could help address the shortcomings of existing executive compensation practices. Tying executive compensation to this basket of securities issued by either the bank holding company or the bank can improve incentives for executives to


66. See generally Jensen & Murphy, supra note 7 (showing that it is more important to focus on the form of executive compensation than the amount of compensation).

67. See generally Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1; Tung, supra note 9; Hill & Painter, supra note 9.

68. See generally Tung & Wang, supra note 8; Wei & Yermack, supra note 8; Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1553; see also Gerakos, supra note 8, at 23 (finding that pension benefits may reduce risk-taking).

69. See Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 253, 283–84. How the securities in the basket should be weighted is unclear. Weighting debt securities, including contingent convertible bonds, heavily in the calibration of executive compensation may increase the positive effects of debt in executive compensation packages. At the same time, debt may not be the preferred form of compensation for executives. Calibrating executive compensation packages to account for desired incentives and governance improvements while giving sufficient incentives for executives to perform within expected parameters could require an institution specific relational approach and a learning process for institutions. See discussion supra Part IV (reviewing the benefits of the incomplete contract theory of New Institutional Economics (NIE)).

70. Id.
consider the losses that risk-taking could impose on shareholders, bondholders, depositors, and taxpayers. Regulators could place constraints on the pay schemes to shape how executives choose the actions that are allowed by direct regulation. Moreover, bonuses could be based not only on earnings per share, but rather on broader metrics that also reflect the interests of preferred shareholders, bondholders, and the government as guarantor of deposits. Hill and Painter suggest mandatory partnership or joint venture agreements and assessable stock to ensure that bankers have some personal liability. This personal liability could improve creditor protection because executives would be exposed to some downside risk and would be disincentivized from taking excessive risks.

The literature on inside debt similarly emphasizes creditor protection. Inside debt in the form of deferred compensation and pension plans, among other instruments, can help optimize managers’ incentives and serves an important function in the calibration of executive compensation packages. Fred Tung suggests using public subordinated debt securities for part of the compensation of bank executives. Debt and equity hold different risk preferences, and creditors’ preferences for more conservative management strategies can help curb managers’ risk-taking.

71. Id. at 247, 253, 283–84.
72. Id. at 253.
73. Id.
74. Hill & Painter, supra note 9, at 1174–75.
75. Id.
76. See Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1552 (arguing that inside debt alters managerial incentives). This in turn alters the size of the firm’s payouts, the composition of these payouts (dividends versus share repurchases), the firm’s cost of debt and its capital structure, the choice of new securities to be issued (debt versus equity), project choice, capital expenditure choice, and the incentive to pursue diversifying mergers, among many other things; and discussing whether and under what conditions such debt holdings could be part of an optimal compensation package. Id.
77. Tung, supra note 9.
Inside debt in the form of defined benefit plans can make executives sensitive to firm value in bankruptcy, which is desired by creditors. Measured by an entity’s distance from default, aligning managers’ interests with creditors’ can reduce a firm’s risk of defaulting and improve its credit rating. Debt should be part of executive compensation because it is an efficient deterrent against risk-shifting.


80. Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8.

81. Gerakos, supra note 8, at 11–12.

82. Alex Edmans & Qi Liu, Inside Debt, 15 REV. FIN. 75, 77–78, 91 (2011) (justifying the use of debt as efficient compensation and arguing that a debt bias can improve effort as well as deter risk-shifting); see also Riccardo Calcagno & Luc Renneboog, The Incentive to Give Incentives: On the Relative Seniority of Debt Claims and Managerial Compensation, 31 J. BANKING & FIN. 1795, 1795, 1809 (2007) (arguing that the increase in the leverage of Anglo-American corporations has stimulated the interest in the role of debt as a direct incentive device for management to generate stronger corporate performance); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 5 (“Our empirical evidence provides a rationale for the use of inside debt compensation in structuring executive compensation in the banking context.”); Cassell et al., supra note 8, at 588 (stating that “CEO inside debt holdings . . . are generally unsecured and unfunded liabilities of the firm,” and therefore expose “the CEO to default risk similar to that faced by outside creditors,” and arguing that CEOs with large inside debt holdings will display lower levels of risk-seeking behavior); Sallie Krawcheck, Four Ways to Fix Banks, 90 HARV. BUS. REV. 106, 109 (2012) (suggesting paying top executives with debt instead of equity-based compensation to give them more incentive to worry about risk); Hernan Ortiz-Molina, Executive Compensation and Capital Structure: The Effects of Convertible Debt and Straight Debt on CEO Pay, 43 J. ACCT. & ECON. 69, 71 (2007) (arguing that the hypothesis that debt reduces manager–shareholder conflicts can explain some but not all of the results); Alex Edmans, How to Fix Executive Compensation: For Starters, Don’t Link Pay Packages Just to Stock; Tie Them to Debt as Well, WALL ST. J., Feb. 27, 2012, at R.1 (advocating for the inclusion of debt in executive compensation packages in order to reduce risk-taking); Bolton, Mehran & Shapiro, supra note 19, at 34 (presenting evidence that the market believes that “including debtlike instruments in CEO compensation packages will reduce risk” for financial institutions); see generally Yair Listokin, Paying for Performance in Bankruptcy: Why CEOs Should Be Compensated with Debt, 155 U. PA. L. REV. 777 (2007) (proposing a novel bankruptcy compensation plan, otherwise known as debt
The creditor-centered approach to executive compensation has encountered some critics who argue that inside debt can be inefficient and may not influence executives’ conduct sufficiently while creating complicated incentive structures. Other criticisms include allegations of too strong a focus on the banking sector and managers’ ability to manipulate book value as the only available measure of asset value. Critics have also attacked the creditor-centered approach on methodological grounds because they assume that the principal–agent relationship in that approach is a one-shot transaction rather than a relational contract. Given the shortcomings pointed out by the debate, some call for a paradigm shift to overcome the unnecessary creation of new remuneration narratives.

III. Contingent Capital

Contingent convertible bonds (CCBs) are debt securities that can either be written down or converted into equity upon a triggering event. The many applications and benefits of contingent convertible bonds include their ability to stabilize and prepare compensation, that is expected to provide better incentives for CEOs to perform efficiently.


84. Sepe, supra note 1, at 210–11.

85. Id. at 193, 211–12.


88. See Kaal, supra note 14 (summarizing the benefits of contingent convertible bonds).
SIFIs for future financial crises,89 signal default risk,90 prevent bailouts,91 decrease risk-taking,92 minimize moral hazard,93 incentivize the increase in capital,94 internalize bank failure


92. Pennacchi et al., supra note 13, at 36; Dudley, supra note 90 (asserting that because bank difficulties would trigger conversion, the dilution of shareholders creates an incentive for bank managers to “manage not only for good outcomes on the upside of the boom, but also against bad outcomes on the downside”).

93. See Flannery, No Pain, supra note 89, at 15 (“‘Frequent trigger evaluations eliminate moral hazard incentives and . . . [result in] surprisingly low default risk.”).  

94. See Squam Lake Working Grp., supra note 91, at 3–4 (arguing that conversion of contingent capital bonds would quickly recapitalize banks); Calomiris & Herring supra note 91, at 39 (“A proper CoCos requirement can provide strong incentives for the prompt recapitalization of banks after significant losses of equity.”).
cost,\textsuperscript{95} avoid financial contagion,\textsuperscript{96} and “limit systemic risk.”\textsuperscript{97} As a hybrid instrument, contingent convertible bonds combine the limited upside of debt in the form of the coupon rate with the unlimited downside risk of equity, i.e., the total loss of the investment. Several successful contingent convertible bond issuances in Europe with coupon rates between 7% and 9.5% show that these securities can display a combination of features that investors and issuers find attractive.\textsuperscript{98} The market in contingent convertible bonds is slowly evolving.\textsuperscript{99} Because contingent convertible debt has many applications and could help reform policy in many areas, the concept finds increasing support among academics\textsuperscript{100} and policy

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{95} Flannery, Stabilizing, \textit{supra} note 89, at 12 (calling contingent capital securities an “alternative to government absorption of private losses”); Robert L. McDonald, \textit{Contingent Capital with a Dual Price Trigger} 2 (Working Paper, 2010), \textit{available} at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1553430 (“[Contingent Capital] reduces the debt load for poorly-performing institutions . . . but permits individual banks to fail in good times.”).
\item \textsuperscript{96} See \textit{GOLDMAN SACHS TBTF}, \textit{supra} note 12, at 6 (noting that if the appropriate triggers are in place, it could prevent bank runs—though if the trigger is based on market prices, it could worsen bank runs); see also Darrell Duffie, \textit{Contractual Methods for Out-Of-Court Restructuring of Systemically Important Financial Institutions} 5 (Hoover Inst., Working Papers on Econ. Pol’y, 2009), \textit{available} at http://media.hoover.org/sites/default/files/documents/06EndingGovernmentBailoutsAsWeKnowThemDuffie.pdf (describing how conversion of contingent capital debt could “forestall . . . a liquidity crisis”).
\item \textsuperscript{97} Kaal, \textit{supra} note 14, at 106; see also Coffee, \textit{supra} note 9, at 806 (proposing use of contingent capital securities to reduce “pressure on corporate managers to accept greater risk and leverage”).
\item \textsuperscript{98} Kaal, \textit{supra} note 14, at 134–36.
\item \textsuperscript{99} \textit{Id.} at 136 (acknowledging a “lack of regulatory guidance”).
\item \textsuperscript{100} See \textit{id.}; DAVID SKEEL, \textIT{THE NEW FINANCIAL DEAL: UNDERSTANDING THE DODD–FRANK ACT AND ITS (UNINTENDED) CONSEQUENCES} 84–85 (2011) (noting that the Dodd–Frank Act instructs the General Accountability Office to conduct a study on contingent capital and to begin using it when the study is completed); Coffee, \textit{supra} note 9, at 839; Kaal & Henkel, \textit{supra} note 14; Pennacchi et al., \textit{supra} note 13, at 36; Douglas W. Diamond & Raghuram G. Rajan, \textit{Fear of Fire Sales and the Credit Freeze} 28 (Bank for Int’l Settlements, Working Paper No. 305, 2010), http://www.bis.org/publ/work305.pdf (“[C]ontingent capital is like installing sprinklers . . . . [W]hen the fire threatens, the sprinklers will turn on.”); Flannery, \textit{No Pain}, \textit{supra} note 89, at 15. But see Christian Koziol & Jochen Lawrenz, \textit{Contingent Convertibles: Solving or Seeding the Next Banking Crisis?}, 36 J. BANKING & FIN. 90, 91 (2012) (explaining that in situations involving incomplete contracts, contingent convertible bonds may subject banks to greater financial distress); Duffie, \textit{supra} note 96, at 5 (stating that contingent convertible bonds are “unlikely to stop a [bank’s] liquidity crisis once it begins”); McDonald, \textit{supra} note 95, at 20–21 (describing situations where contingent
Contingent convertible triggering events for conversion from debt into equity are typically intended to avert a financial weakening of the entity. The automatic conversion from debt into equity helps increase capital when needed and lowers the debt–to–equity ratio. The automatic conversion of debt into equity may prove especially attractive to SIFIs who could otherwise be forced into restructuring. Because of the importance of the conversion feature of contingent convertible bonds for purposes of corporate governance improvements, the analysis in this Article will focus on capital that fails to convert.


102. Coffee, supra note 9, at 805; Duffie, supra note 96, at 4–5; Flannery, Stabilizing, supra note 89, at 3.

103. See AMAR BHIDÉ, A CALL FOR JUDGMENT: SENSIBLE FINANCE FOR A DYNAMIC ECONOMY 291 (2010) (offering a proposal aimed at reducing risk-taking by amending current financial regulations to allow unregulated financial institutions to raise debt or equity, “but not on a short-term basis from the public or regulated fiduciaries”); Coffee, supra note 9, at 805 (averring that contingent capital can counter-leverage debt).

104. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 234 (stating that “conversion of debt into equity could be an attractive alternative” for struggling financial institutions); Coffee, supra note 9, at 805 (“By definition, such a conversion [of contingent capital debt] averts . . . bankruptcy . . . .”).
Contingent convertible bonds have quasi-public good characteristics\textsuperscript{105} and are particularly suitable for purposes of corporate governance improvements in SIFIs.\textsuperscript{106} The conversion feature of these securities may have the ability to influence corporate governance in SIFIs.\textsuperscript{107} If sufficient volumes of contingent convertible bond issuances are combined with adequate design features, the conversion feature of contingent convertible bonds and the threat of dilution of equity positions in SIFIs could affect corporate governance in SIFIs.\textsuperscript{108} Measures to increase the effectiveness of the conversion feature of contingent capital, such as increased voting rights or sequential triggers, could further increase the impact these securities may have on corporate governance.\textsuperscript{109}

In part because of mounting pressure from politicians, policy makers, and legislators who demanded remedies for corporate governance shortcomings, European SIFIs have issued contingent convertible bonds.\textsuperscript{110} Contingent convertible bonds’ potential to address corporate governance shortcomings, albeit not fully utilized in the existing designs, may help with public relations because a contingent convertible bond issuance may signal to investors, politicians, and the general public that SIFI management is instituting safety-increasing measures that can help avoid future bailouts. Although the designs of recent contingent convertible bond issuances provide mostly for a write-down feature rather than a conversion to equity, the SIFIs who issued contingent convertible bonds seem to have recognized the market acceptance and investor demand for these hybrid securities. The market in

\begin{footnotes}\footnote{105}{Kaal, supra note 14, at 140.}
\footnote{106}{Id. at 140, 146.}
\footnote{107}{Id. at 144.}
\footnote{108}{Id. at 145.}
\footnote{109}{See id. at 144–46 (outlining how contingent capital debt could be utilized to increase voting rights); Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 255–56 (explaining how sequential triggers could “increase voting rights for holders of contingent capital”).}
\footnote{110}{Kaal, supra note 14, at 125–26 (summarizing Swiss efforts to implement contingent capital rules and how these efforts precipitated Credit Suisse’s voluntary issuances of contingent convertible bonds); see also Goldman Sachs, supra note 12, at 18 (comparing the “few ‘loss absorbing’ securities . . . issued in the European market”).}
contingent convertible bonds, however, is still in its infancy, and privately negotiated contingent convertible bond sales have so far not resulted in efficiently functioning contingent convertible bond designs that take corporate governance considerations into account. It is doubtful if market solutions and private ordering alone will produce contingent capital designs that help improve corporate governance in SIFIs.

**IV. Incomplete Contract Theory**

This Article expands the existing literature on the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation by recommending the inclusion of contingent convertible bonds in the calibration of executives’ compensation packages. Scholarly contributions in the context of the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation are often (implicitly) based on the classical contract model or the spot contract model.\(^{111}\) This can result in suboptimal and unrealistic outcomes. The classical contract model assumes a system of rules that deals with and legally guarantees all future eventualities. The parties to a contract negotiate and agree *ex ante* on all possible scenarios and eventually execute the contract as agreed. The contract in this model hopes to anticipate all eventualities and is not intended to be ambiguous.\(^{112}\) The model assumes that the comprehensive nature of the regulation leaves no discretion to the agents, making opportunistic behavior impossible. Transaction costs in the form of initiating, concluding

---

111. Many scholars who endorse the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation may implicitly use the classical- or spot-contract model of executive compensation. See, e.g., Bebchuk & Spamann, *supra* note 1, at 255–56 (examining banks’ incentive for risk-taking using only two periods: “the present, when managers make decisions, and the future, when gains or losses are realized and the manager gets paid” because using multiple periods for the analysis unnecessarily complicates the analysis without changes in the conclusions or other substantial benefits); Gordon, *supra* note 26, at 332–39 (explaining that shareholders now have more corporate governance power to push for “pay for performance” executive compensation); Hill & Painter, *supra* note 9, at 1175, 1186–95; Sepe, *supra* note 1, at 211–12 (summarizing the issues).

and enforcing the contract are not considered in the classical contract model.

Contrary to the assumptions of the classical contract model and the spot contract model, executive contracts have an informal relational dimension that goes beyond the written contract between the parties. The relationship between the executive as agent and the corporation and its shareholders as principal involves more than the contractual terms of the agreement. An executive compensation contract combines elements of a knowledge exchange and relational collaboration. Informal relational behavior between the principal and agent generates confidence in the relationship, creates institution-specific knowledge, and provides innovative capabilities. The informal relational elements of executive compensation contracts can often overshadow the legal terms of the agreement. Using a model for the analysis of executive contracts that is based on the single contract between the executive–agent and corporation–principal would ignore the informal relational element of this principal–agent relationship. Given the importance of the informal relational element of executive compensation contracts, the literature on the debt-centered approach to executive compensation should include informal relational-, behavioral-, and incomplete-contract theories.

These shortcomings in the analysis of executive compensation contracts under the classical contract model and spot contract model can be overcome with the relational or incomplete contract model in New Institutional Economics (NIE). NIE is a relatively young offspring of economic theory and shares core assumptions with the neoclassical model, such as


114. NIE’s assumptions are increasingly used in modern economic analysis of financial markets and financial rules. See, e.g., HERSH SHEFRIN, BEYOND GREED AND FEAR: UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIORAL FINANCE AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF INVESTING 9–10 (2002) (pointing out that studying “behavioral phenomena” is integral to understanding inefficient markets); ANDREI SHLEIFER, INEFFICIENT MARKETS: AN INTRODUCTION TO BEHAVIORAL FINANCE 10 (2000) (stressing that investors are often irrational, that they “deviate from the standard decision making model in a number of fundamental areas,” and that they do not behave as would be expected under traditional theories that rely on efficient markets).
methodological individualism, scarcity of resources, and self-interested rational behavior.\textsuperscript{115} NIE, however, substitutes the assumption of full rationality with bounded rationality\textsuperscript{116} and opportunistic behavior,\textsuperscript{117} and underscores that information is systematically incomplete.\textsuperscript{118} NIE emphasizes the functioning, development, and improvement of institutions.\textsuperscript{119} Institutions are defined as general rules or sets of general rules, together with their enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{120} NIE emphasizes the importance of informal institutions, such as social norms.\textsuperscript{121} Because corporate governance issues often involve formal and informal institutions, NIE is ideally suited to examine the efficiency of governance structures. Experimentation, observation, and rule revision in NIE’s model are part of a

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{115} Erik G. Furubotn & Rudolf Richter, Institutions and Economic Theory: The Contribution of the New Institutional Economics 3–5, 7 (2d ed. 2005).
  \item \textsuperscript{116} See Stefan Voigt, Institutionenökonomik [Institutional Economics] 22–23 (2d ed. 2009).
  \item \textsuperscript{117} Id. at 88–89; Furubotn & Richter, supra note 115, at 5.
  \item \textsuperscript{118} See Voigt, supra note 116, at 237–38.
  \item \textsuperscript{120} See Furubotn & Richter, supra note 115, at 7 (“[A]n institution will be defined as a set of formal and informal rules, including their enforcement arrangements.”); Voigt, supra note 116.
  \item \textsuperscript{121} See Voigt, supra note 116 (recognizing that limiting the analysis to a subset of formal institutions would ignore important problems).
\end{itemize}
continuous process that avoids “optimal” or “stable” rules.\textsuperscript{122} Experimentation can result in a learning process that can improve the quality of governance structures. Because it is likely that underlying economic conditions will change, contingent convertible bond offerings to the public and to executives may benefit from a process of experimentation and learning.

In contrast to classical contract analysis, NIE’s incomplete contract model recognizes that contracts are inevitably incomplete and rely on control rights to minimize opportunistic behavior.\textsuperscript{123} This model takes opportunistic behavior and transaction costs into account.\textsuperscript{124} The degree of contractual incompleteness is influenced by the cost of contracting and contracting parties’ ability to anticipate opportunistic behavior.\textsuperscript{125} The theory of incomplete contracts under NIE can be considered part of the principal–agent approach because information before and after contracting is asymmetric and the agent has a certain amount of discretion making opportunistic behavior possible.\textsuperscript{126}

At the core of the principal–agent relationship in executive compensation is the short-term interest of the manager/agent to generate a high income that conflicts with the long-term ownership interest of the shareholders/principals. The relational elements in executive compensation contracts may further increase the principal–agent problem. The combination of knowledge exchange and relational collaboration in executive compensation contracts makes opportunistic behavior of executives likely.\textsuperscript{127} Contracting parties are, however, limited in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{122} See Kaal, supra note 14, at 137–39 (explaining the benefits of experimentation for the evolution of contingent capital rules).
\item \textsuperscript{123} WILLIAMSON, supra note 119, at 32; Charles R. T. O’Kelley, Coase, Knight, and the Nexus-of-Contracts Theory of the Firm: A Reflection on Reification, Reality, and the Corporation as Entrepreneur Surrogate, 35 SEATTLE U. L. REV. 1247, 1247 n.2 (2012); see also Oliver E. Williamson, Comparative Economic Organization: The Analysis of Discrete Structural Alternatives, 36 ADMIN. SCI. Q. 269, 269, 294 (1991) (expanding the analysis to governance mechanisms in relation to transaction costs).
\item \textsuperscript{124} See WILLIAMSON, supra note 119, at 30 (defining opportunism as “self-interest seeking with guile”); see also FURUBOTN & RICHTER, supra note 115.
\item \textsuperscript{125} OLIVER HART, FIRMS, CONTRACTS, AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURE 24–25 (1995).
\item \textsuperscript{126} See generally FURUBOTN & RICHTER, supra note 115.
\item \textsuperscript{127} Short-termism to maximize personal income through stock options, the Fuld Problem (see infra Part VI.B), and income inequality between senior
their ability to anticipate opportunistic behavior of agents. Therefore, control rights to limit opportunistic behavior become increasingly important. Because of incomplete information, information asymmetries in the principal–agent relationship, bounded rationality of contracting parties, the parties’ limited cognition and foresight, and transaction costs, control rights in executive compensation contracts cannot account sufficiently for ex post opportunism of agents. Adding contingent convertible bonds with an early trigger to executive compensation packages can create a corporate governance mechanism that helps address these shortcomings.128

Non-contractual behavior in the form of non-contractual norms, reciprocity, trust, friendship, reputation, altruism, interdependence, and moral obligations may be unenforceable through contractual agreements, but it can shape economic action.129 Non-contractual behaviors can harmonize conflicts and executives and the rest of the workforce are only a few examples of opportunistic behavior of agents in the context of executive compensation.

128. See infra Part V.B.2 (discussing the design of early triggers in executive compensation).

help sustain relationships.\textsuperscript{130} Therefore, non-contractual behavior should be considered in the attempt to optimize manager incentives for corporate governance improvements.

\textbf{V. Contingent Capital in Executive Compensation}

The academic literature on executive compensation is largely silent on the use of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation. Similarly, the literature on contingent capital has mostly ignored the possible application of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation.\textsuperscript{131} The governance-improving features of contingent convertible bonds\textsuperscript{132} can be applied to executive compensation. Contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation can help address the core executive compensation issues that emerged after the global Financial Crisis.\textsuperscript{133} More specifically, contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation packages can improve suboptimal incentives for risk-taking by executives, the alignment of executives’ interests with those of different constituents, sustainability, and income inequality. This Article proposes the use of contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation packages.

\textsuperscript{130} Powell, supra note 129, at 303.


\textsuperscript{132} See Kaal, supra note 14, at 295–96.

\textsuperscript{133} See Hill, supra note 22, at 24–31 (summarizing the core themes in recent proposals concerning executive compensation, including income inequality, incentive optimization, interest alignment, and sustainability).
A. Precedent Barclays

The proposal in this Article to use contingent capital bonds with early triggers in executive compensation is not a mere theoretical construct. European SIFIs have started to add contingent convertible bonds to executive compensation packages. The English bank Barclays has issued contingent capital securities to its executives as deferred incentive awards.134 The contingent convertible bonds issued under Barclays’s Contingent Capital Plan (CCP), however, would not be written down or converted into equity like other CCBs. Under Barclays’s CCP, its “synthetic CoCos” simply lapse when the capital ratio falls below 7%.135 More specifically, if Barclays’s Group Core Tier 1 capital ratio falls below the threshold, the executives will receive no coupon payment and the Contingent Capital Award (CCA) will

134. See Rob Cox, At Barclays, a Pay System That May Please, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 6, 2010, at B2 (“CoCos would not merely constitute a compensation fig leaf. Throwing the securities into bankers’ stockings better aligns their interests with those of regulators hoping to avoid a repeat of the taxpayer bailouts of the last financial crisis.”); BARCLAYS ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 17, at 167 (“[D]eferred incentive awards for 2010 are made under the Share Value Plan (SVP) in the form of Barclays shares and under the Contingent Capital Plan (CCP) in the form of contingent capital awards.”).

135. E-mail from Mark Lane, Dir. of Corporate Commc’ns, Barclays Capital, to Wulf Kaal, Assoc. Professor of Law, Univ. of St. Thomas Sch. of Law (Dec. 14, 2011, 3:52 PM CST) (on file with author and with the Washington and Lee Law Review); see also Jill Treanor, City Resists Barclays Chiefs’ ‘CoCo’ Bonuses: Bank Plans New Bonds to Boost Top Executives’ Pay, GUARDIAN Mar. 19, 2011, at 50 (“The cocos Barclays intends to use to pay its staff do not convert into equity, however, but merely fall away once the bank’s capital ratio falls below 7%.”); Tommy Wilkes & Sinead Cruise, Barclays Heads for Investor Clash over Pay, REUTERS Apr. 26, 2011, http://in.mobile.reuters.com/article/rbssFinancialServicesAndRealEstateNews/idINLDE73K0DP20110426?rpc=984 (last visited Nov. 14, 2012) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review); Jill Treanor, Barclays Faces Shareholder Anger over Bob Diamond’s Pay, GUARDIAN Apr. 20, 2011, at 28 (“Cocos are a new type of financial instrument that can convert into equity during times of severe stress and have been issued by a handful of banks to raise fresh capital from investors.”) “Barclays, though, intends to issue the cocos only to its staff. The Barclays cocos will not convert into equity but merely fall away once the bank’s capital ratio falls below 7%—which is why they are being called synthetic cocos.” Id.; see also Editorial, Bankers and Their Bonuses, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 6, 2011, at WK.7 (“Cocos are long-term bonds that convert into equity if the bank hits a crisis. The idea is that paying bankers in bonds encourages them to keep the business solvent. This is even more so if a crisis triggers their conversion into shares that would become worthless in bankruptcy.”); BARCLAYS ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 17, at 182.
remain unvested. However, the unvested portion of the CCA can be released and paid out to the executives if after six months the Group Core Tier 1 capital ratio has recovered. In order to take into account the possible effect of any actions taken to address the shortfall in the capital ratio on shareholders, the release may be adjusted. No coupon will be awarded if there was a downward adjustment. Should the Group Core Tier 1 capital ratio not recover to above 7% five years after the suspension of the CCA, the CCA will lapse.

Barclays’s contingent capital award to executives without a triggering event into equity and a mere lapse is beneficial because it underscores the possible use of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation. Given European proposals on the use of contingent convertible bonds to make SIFIs safer and avoid bailouts, Barclays’s contingent convertible bond issuance to executives may also signal its willingness to consider the

---

136. BARCLAYS ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 17, at 182.
138. Id.
139. Id.
possible uses of contingent convertible bonds to prepare the entity for future crises and systemic shocks. As the first mover in this context, it is also understandable that Barclays has decided to avoid the possible governance shakeup that could be associated with a contingent convertible bond issuance that provides a conversion feature.

Barclays's issuance is commendable. Its CCA, as a deferred compensation award, is inside debt. Unlike inside debt in the form of traditional bonds, however, it does not create a fixed claim for managers with a stake in the firm’s liquidation value because it falls away when converted. Barclays’s CCA, therefore, also does not lower agency cost. Without a stake in the liquidation value of the SIFI, executives may also not limit their risk-taking. Barclays's executives' interests are aligned with their debt-holders' because executives are now also debt-holders, albeit in a separate class with substantially higher coupon payments. However, because the CCA falls away upon conversion, the executives' interests are still predominantly aligned with shareholders' through equity-based compensation, not through contingent convertible bond holdings.

Barclays’s issuance of contingent convertible bonds without a conversion feature to its executives shows limited governance improvements. Without a conversion to equity, Barclays provides only limited incentives for its executives to lower risk-taking. In its current form, the CCA seems to be a mere compensation supplement for executives.

141. Contrast this outcome with the proposal in this Article to use contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation. See infra Part V.B.2 (showing that contingent convertible bonds with early triggers can lower agency costs more than traditional inside debt, provide greater incentives to lower risk-taking, align executives’ interests with the interests of both debt-holders and shareholders, and lower income inequality).

142. See infra Part V.B.2 (explaining how contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation align the interests of executives with debt-holders' interests before conversion while increasing incentives for sustainability and lowering risk-taking and income inequality). Conversely, upon conversion into equity, CCBs align executives' interests with the interests of equity-holders when it is most needed and beneficial for the SIFI, that is, early before the entity becomes insolvent. Id.
B. Design of Contingent Convertible Bonds in Executive Compensation

Contingent convertible bonds issued to investors can have corporate governance implications as a result of the conversion feature and the threat of equity dilution following a conversion. Issuing contingent convertible bonds to executives as part of their compensation can have different governance implications. Perhaps most important for this Article is contingent capital’s ability to generate powerful incentives for SIFI managers and thereby lower their risk-taking. This applies to contingent convertible bond issuances to investors but also, and more importantly, to the issuance of contingent capital to executives as part of their compensation.

Designing contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation to be similar to contingent convertible bonds issued to investors could result in suboptimal outcomes. Unlike contingent convertible bonds issued to investors, contingent convertible bonds may be issued to executives in volumes that may not suffice to dilute investors’ equity holdings. The lower volume of contingent convertible bonds issued to executives may not provide a sufficiently strong equity infusion during a crisis. Without a design adjustment, contingent convertible bonds held by executives may not play a significant role in preparing SIFIs for future financial crises. Contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation should not be treated like other contingent capital securities. The design adjustment proposed in this Article helps to optimize the effectiveness of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation and can improve corporate governance.

143. See Kaal, supra note 14.
144. Id.; Coffee, supra note 9, at 806; see also Dudley, supra note 90 (“If the bank encounters difficulties triggering conversion, shareholders would be automatically and immediately diluted. This would create strong incentives for bank managements to manage not only for good outcomes on the upside of the boom, but also against bad outcomes on the downside.”).
145. See Kaal, supra note 14.
1. Automatic Institution-Specific “Early” Trigger

The literature on contingent capital trigger designs focuses on the efficient calibration of triggering events. The efficient calibration of triggering events is central to the design of contingent capital because the trigger affects if and when the conversion takes place. The timing of conversion is crucial for possible corporate governance improvements.

The early trigger for contingent convertible bonds held by executives serves a different purpose than the trigger for contingent convertible bonds held by investors. The early trigger converts only the portion of executives’ debt to equity, before investors’ contingent convertible bonds are converted, when the entity is still sound on a micro-prudential basis. The purpose of an “early” or “strong” trigger design for CCBs held by executives is to establish an early warning system that is independent of

146. See, e.g., Coffee, supra note 9, at 806 (stating that contingent capital can help prevent the risk of the first step in a financial crisis); McDonald, supra note 95, at 2 (arguing for a conversion triggered by market prices); Pennacchi et al., supra note 13, at 7 (stating that CoCos can be effective if they are designed to convert prior to severe financial stress); Squam Lake Working Grp., supra note 91, at 4 (arguing for a long-term debt instrument that would convert to equity before a crisis); Suresh Sundaresan & Zhenyu Wang, On the Design of Contingent Capital with Market Trigger 4 (Fed. Reserve Bank of N.Y., Staff Rep. No. 448, Nov. 2011), http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/staff_reports/sr448.pdf (explaining that a market trigger for conversion can provide stability to banks and markets); see also Duffie, supra note 96, at 5 (arguing that the trigger needs to be set so as to eliminate debt claims before a liquidity crisis); Flannery, Stabilizing, supra note 89; Flannery, No Pain, supra note 89, at 1 (introducing “reverse convertible debentures” that would convert if the issuing firm’s capital level fell below a prespecified level); Paul Glasserman & Behzad Nouri, Contingent Capital with a Capital-Ratio Trigger 2–3 (Working Paper, 2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1669686 (examining conversion based on a capital-ratio trigger); Ceyla Pazarbasioglu et al., Contingent Capital: Economic Rationale and Design Features 18 (IMF Staff Discussion Note No. SDN/11/01, 2011), http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2011/sdn1101.pdf (arguing that contingent capital instruments should be considered part of a crisis prevention and management framework); Goldman Sachs, supra note 12, at 4 (stating that contingent capital is designed to operate before resolution mechanisms become involved); Swedish Ministry of Finance et al., Swedish Answers to the DG Internal Market and Services Working Document “Technical Details of a Possible EU Framework for Bank Recovery and Resolution” 43 (2011) [hereinafter Swedish Ministry of Finance], http://www.riksbank.se/Upload/Dokument_riksbank/Kat_publicerat/Remisser2011/Consultation_030311.pdf (arguing that bail-in tools may be used to minimize systemic risk).

147. The early warning nature of the early trigger design and the fact that
the capitalization needs of the entity\textsuperscript{148} and to provide corporate governance improvements. To ensure that the early warning objective of the early trigger is accomplished, it is important to distinguish between the two general categories of triggers discussed in the literature: (i) regulatory triggers and (ii) transactional and automatic triggers.\textsuperscript{149}

Regulatory triggers give regulators the authority to decide when to convert the contingent convertible bonds. The regulatory trigger may depend on a regulator’s determination that the respective bank is not viable without a public sector injection of capital or a write-off.\textsuperscript{150} It can also be based on the evaluation of a bank during a stress test conducted by regulators.\textsuperscript{151} Regulatory triggers may lead to market uncertainty and ad hoc decisions by regulators and result in adverse market responses. Because regulatory triggers generate the highest level of uncertainty, they may not be the best option for the design of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation. Regulatory discretion in triggering the conversion could create unfavorable market movements against the entity. While a regulator may decide to trigger executives’ CCBs as an early warning sign in a pending crisis, the cost of supervision could be prohibitive and regulatory discretion could alienate managers. Similarly, even though a regulatory trigger could help avoid abuse by

---

\textsuperscript{148} The benefit of providing additional capital when needed derives predominantly from the conversion of contingent convertible bonds issued to investors, not the portion of contingent convertible bonds issued to executives.


\textsuperscript{150} See GOLDMAN SACHS, supra note 12, at 8 (describing the attributes of a conversion trigger based on regulatory discretion).

\textsuperscript{151} Id.

\textsuperscript{152} See Henkel & Kaal, supra note 149, at 255 (“[A regulatory systemic trigger] can be a trigger that converts CCS into equity upon, for instance, a regulator’s decision that additional capital is needed.”).
executives, regulatory triggers may insufficiently incentivize executives to lower risk because the executives would not have to self-monitor and adjust their risk-taking preferences to avoid the trigger.

Transactional triggers, which are also called institution-specific triggers, are privately negotiated terms for triggering events in bond contracts. They have the advantage of being flexible and tailored to the parties’ subjective needs. Automatic triggers are mostly privately negotiated terms in bond contracts that convert debt into equity when a certain capital ratio, stock price, CDS spread, index value, or other trigger is reached. Because institution-specific automatic triggers are flexible and independent from regulatory discretion, they constitute a good option for early trigger designs. However, market-based measures may be susceptible to market manipulation and banking runs. Accounting-based measures in institution-specific automatic triggers are arguably too infrequently updated to respond adequately in a financial crisis.

Early triggers for contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation could yield particular benefits if they convert to equity before the contingent convertible bonds that were issued to investors. Early triggers could be based on various combinations of design features including perhaps already-

---

153. See infra Part V.C (discussing design features to avoid abuse of CCBs).
154. Id.; see also SWEDISH MINISTRY OF FINANCE, supra note 146 (favoring a contractual trigger and arguing that a contractual trigger should come before a statutory trigger).
155. See Coffee, supra note 9, at 831 (listing potential conversion triggers); Flannery, Stabilizing, supra note 89, at 11–12 (same); Flannery, No Pain, supra note 89, at 15 (“Frequent trigger evaluations eliminate moral hazard incentives and expose the RCD to surprisingly low default risk.”); Glasserman & Nouri, supra note 146, at 2 (examining contingent capital with a capital-ratio trigger); McDonald, supra note 95, at 2 (proposing contingent capital that “converts to equity when the bank’s own stock price falls sufficiently, and then only if a broad financial stock index is also below a trigger value”).
156. See Coffee, supra note 9, at 841 (addressing concerns of market manipulation); Flannery, Stabilizing, supra note 89, at 18–20 (same); Flannery, No Pain, supra note 89, at 20 (acknowledging the possibility of manipulation); McDonald, supra note 95, at 3 (same); Glasserman & Nouri, supra note 145, at 3 (“[M]arket values could potentially be manipulated to trigger conversion.”).
157. See infra Part V.B.2.
158. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 251–54 (suggesting a sequential trigger design with a first trigger that converts CCBs into equity when the SIFI
existing designs of previously issued contingent convertible bonds to investors. An entity that has issued contingent convertible bonds to investors could simply lower the executives’ trigger threshold in contrast with that of the CCBs that were issued to investors.\textsuperscript{159} In the case of automatic institution-specific triggers, lowering the trigger could be accomplished by adjusting the capital ratio, stock price, CDS spread, index value, or other triggering event for the executives’ CCBs to cause the conversion at an earlier point during the financial weakening of the respective entity.\textsuperscript{160}

In the case of contingent convertible bonds with a capital-ratio trigger,\textsuperscript{161} an “early” trigger for executives’ contingent convertible bonds could mean a 10\% capital ratio whereas the “late” trigger for the contingent convertible bonds of investors could be around 8\%.\textsuperscript{162} Regulatory capital requirements and industry standards for SIFIs or other banks that are categorized is still sound but encounters early signs of financial weakening, and a second trigger that increases the voting rights of CCBs holders after conversion if the SIFI does not recover). If contingent convertible bonds are issued to executives as part of a contingent convertible bond issuance with a sequential trigger design, the design should be adjusted to avoid potential abuse by executives. Executives may use the early trigger to obtain cheap stock in a crisis. Executives’ portion of the contingent convertible bond issuance should include a mandatory holding period of at least five years after conversion. Because executives’ interests could be adverse to those of CCBs investors, executives’ portion of the CCBs issuance should not include a voting rights increase.

159. Problems with trigger mechanisms have been discussed at length in the literature. See, e.g., Coffee, supra note 9, at 821, 827–29 (arguing that accounting-based measures may be too infrequently updated to respond effectively in a financial crisis, while regulatory triggers can lead to ad hoc decisions by regulators that result in market uncertainty and adverse market responses); McDonald, supra note 95, at 9–12, 22 (describing how market-based measures may be susceptible to market manipulation and banking runs).

160. Although it may be difficult to calibrate the trigger to provide for a specific time period before the conversion of investors’ CCBs, the early trigger should give sufficient warning of the weakening financial condition of the entity.

161. The capital ratio of an entity is the percentage of the entity’s capital to its risk-weighted assets. See Glasserman & Nouri, supra note 146, at 1–4 (discussing contingent capital with a capital-ratio trigger and partial and ongoing conversion).

162. This is just a numerical example that does not take other factors into account. The purpose of this Article is not to suggest specific design features for “early” triggers. Rather, the purpose here is to show that the nature of ownership can have an impact on trigger designs and their potential to improve corporate governance.
as “well-capitalized” may change over time. To be effective, early triggers should be well above the threshold for capital requirements under Basel III. But early triggers in the form of capital ratios should be independent of regulatory demands pertaining to capitalization levels.

2. The Benefits of “Early” Triggers

Automatic institution-specific early triggers for contingent convertible bonds issued to executives may increase the overall effectiveness of these bonds and improve executive compensation policies. The benefits of early triggers may partially depend on whether the entity issues contingent convertible debt only to executives or to executives and investors. The early trigger for the portion of contingent convertible bonds held by executives can be an early warning system and buffer for contingent convertible bond investors and shareholders. Early triggers in contingent convertible bonds issued to executives provide several advantages: they lower risk-taking by executives and increase shareholder monitoring. They also offer a better signal for default

---

163. The recognition of contingent capital as Tier I Capital and the capital adequacy standards under Basel III may also influence the adequacy of an early trigger for contingent convertible bonds held by executives. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 240 (examining the recognition of contingent capital as Tier I Capital).

164. Under Basel III, banks will have to hold better quality capital. Banks will have to hold minimum capital representing 8% of risk-weighted assets (RWA) as well as an additional capital buffer of 2.5% of RWA. 7% of RWA must be comprised of Tier 1 common equity. BASEL COMM. ON BANKING SUPERVISION, BANK FOR INT’L SETTLEMENTS, BASEL III: A GLOBAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR MORE RESILIENT BANKS AND BANKING SYSTEMS 1, 64 (2010), http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs189.pdf.

165. See supra Part V.

166. Issuing contingent convertible bonds with the same design features to both investors and executives creates a risk of management opportunism if managers are heavily involved in the drafting process. Management opportunism can lead to socially suboptimal designs. See infra Part V.C (elaborating on design features to prevent abuse).

167. Investors would be able to anticipate a possible conversion of their CCBs if the early trigger resulted in a conversion of executives’ CCBs. The warning and signaling function of the early trigger would benefit CCBs investors and shareholders of the entity, which may be diluted if the investors’ CCBs are converted to equity.
risk and align executives’ interests with a more diverse group of constituents.168

Studies have shown that executives who hold more debt relative to their equity holdings take fewer risks when managing an entity.169 Increasing the debt portion of executive

168. These benefits could help make contingent convertible bonds generally more marketable. In the United States, where the tax treatment of these hybrid securities is still unclear, many investors still perceive contingent convertible bonds as a hybrid instrument with few attractive features despite a substantial coupon rate. See Satyajit Das, Investors Must Hope ‘Cocos’ Never Show Their Dark Side, FIN. TIMES, May 1, 2012, at 22 (“For investors, hybrids are a deeply subordinated investment with uncertain income and significant capital risk.”); cf. Liam Vaughan, Investors May Shun Banks’ Contingent Convertibles as Regulator Adds Limits, BLOOMBERG Dec. 13, 2011, http://www.bloomberg. com/news/2011-12-13/investors-may-shun-coco-bonds-approved-by-european-regulators.html (discussing negative investor reactions to contingent convertible bonds issued by European banks). The early trigger design of CCBs issued to executives could help signal the entity’s intent to address default risk and systemic risk, to lower risk incentives, to align executives’ interests with creditor interests, and to increase monitoring and other corporate governance improvements. This could generate increased investor interest and help create a market for contingent convertible bonds in the United States.

169. Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 77–78 (explaining how debt compensation aligns managers’ incentives with the interests of the firm’s creditors and emphasizing the importance of a balanced mix of equity and debt in compensation); Gerakos, supra note 8, at 11–12 (finding that pension benefits may reduce risk-taking); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 1 (“Theory predicts and empirical evidence supports the claim that as the proportion of CEO wealth held in the form of debt increases relative to CEO equity holdings, risk taking declines . . . .”); Wei & Yermack, supra note 8, at 3–5 (discussing the effect of debt compensation on volatility). Other studies reject the idea that corporate governance and executive compensation are correlated. See Core, Guay & Larcker, supra note 19, at 28 (“[A] number of scholars and practitioners either implicitly or explicitly take the view that contracting arrangements are largely inefficient and do not reduce agency costs.”); Mary Ellen Carter & Luann J. Lynch, An Examination of Executive Stock Option Repricing, 61 J. FIN. ECON. 207, 222 (2001) (finding no relationship between institutional ownership and the repricing decision); Michael B. Dorff, Does One Hand Wash the Other? Testing the Managerial Power and Optimal Contracting Theories of Executive Compensation, 30 J. CORP. L. 255, 268–69 (2004) (describing the Managerial Power Hypothesis and the correlation between executive compensation and performance); Marilyn F. Johnson et al., Stakeholder Pressure and the Structure of Executive Compensation 16–17, 38 (Working Paper, 1997), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=41780 (examining the effect of shareholder proposals on performance); see also Ronald C. Anderson & John M. Bizjak, An Empirical Examination of the Role of the CEO and the Compensation Committee in Structuring Executive Pay, 27 J. BANKING & FIN. 1323, 1324–26 (2003) (discussing the role of compensation committees in determining executive pay); Kam-Ming Wan, Independent Directors, Executive
compensation packages with contingent convertible bonds can help lower managers’ risk incentives. This effect could be even more pronounced depending on the proportion of CCBs included in the total compensation of executives. However, path dependencies in the executive compensation culture in the United States will likely make it difficult for executive compensation policies to move entirely to contingent convertible bonds or other debt instruments. It is more likely that compensation committees will continue to combine debt instruments with equity-based compensation.

The conversion of contingent convertible bonds from debt to equity, if triggered, would mean that executives hold a highly discounted equity interest in the entity. This may in turn depress the stock price of the respective entity. A negative effect on the stock price of the entity may lower the value of the


170. Calcagno & Renneboog, supra note 82, at 1796 (“[I]ncrease in the leverage of Anglo-American corporations has also stimulated the interest in the role of debt as a direct incentive device . . . including risky debt in the capital structure changes the ‘incentive to give incentives . . . .’”); Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 77–78 (justifying the use of debt as efficient compensation and arguing that a debt bias can improve effort as well as deter risk-shifting); Krawcheck, supra note 82, at 108–09 (suggesting that CEOs with large inside debt holdings will display lower levels of risk-seeking behavior); Listokin, supra note 82 (proposing debt compensation as an incentive for managers during bankruptcy); Ortiz-Molina, supra note 82, at 70 (“[T]he agency costs of debt can also be reduced by using convertible debt . . . .”); Edmans, supra note 82, at R1 (suggesting debt compensation as a means to reduce risk); Bolton, Mehran & Shapiro, supra note 19, at 2 (“[M]arket participants do indeed believe that linking executive compensation to default risk will reduce the riskiness of the firm.”); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 5 (“[O]ur empirical evidence provides a rationale for the use of inside debt compensation in structuring executive compensation in the banking context.”).

171. See infra note 192 and accompanying text (discussing the potential for abuse).

172. Depending on financial institutions’ implementation of contingent convertible bonds and the evolution of the market in CCBs, the potential effect of CCBs conversion on stock prices may be evaluated in future research. See Sundaresan & Wang, supra note 146, at 25 (suggesting that under their design of contingent capital, where the state-contingent conversion ratio prevents value transfer, the prices would be kept “smooth’ at conversion”).
The equity portion of executives’ compensation packages. The conversion thus not only affects the debt portion of executives’ compensation but also the equity portion after the contingent convertible bonds portion is converted and when equity is increasingly important to maintain the overall value of executive compensation. The combined effect could be a strong incentive for executives to take lower risks in order to avoid the triggering event. The implicit reduction in agency costs may be difficult to measure without actual implementation. The early conversion feature does not only create incentives for managers to lower their risk-taking; indeed, the implicit threat of financial loss for all contingent convertible bond investors, in combination with the threat of dilution to existing shareholders, could create overall increased pressure on managers to avoid the conversion of any portion of CCB, including the conversion of investors’ CCBs.

The issuance of contingent convertible bonds with early triggers to executives may motivate shareholders, CCBs

---

173. This effect would be multiplied if the design of early CCBs triggers also prohibited the exercise of stock options in anticipation of the early trigger and after the triggering event. It could be technically difficult to delineate what “in anticipation of the early trigger” means. Defining a suitable time period for the prohibition before the early trigger could be equally difficult.

174. There is a risk that opportunism may lead managers to increase the risk profile of the entity after conversion to regain the lost equity value in their portfolio. However, such action is not likely to occur because an increase in the risk profile would affect the ability of the entity to obtain other forms of financing such as bridge loans. The increase in the risk profile after conversion is also improbable because the early conversion would likely increase monitoring by CCBs investors and shareholders. Boards may decide to let managers go upon the occurrence of an early trigger.

175. Managing to avoid the triggering event alone may be possible by ignoring the other interests of various constituents. However, this Article does not attempt to provide a holistic approach to corporate governance reform in SIFIs.

176. For purposes of this Article, “agency cost” is defined as the cost for the corporation as principal to supervise its executives as agents and protect investors and other constituents against agents’ opportunism. Executive compensation agreements can be seen as attempts to reduce agency costs. See Jensen & Murphy, supra note 7, at 138, 139–40 (explaining that executive compensation agreements and compensation awards are mostly attempts by the principal to minimize agency costs, i.e., minimize their agents’ opportunism and tendency to be risk averse, to invest in suboptimal or idiosyncratic projects, to shirk, etc.); cf. Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 65, at 1917–18 (discussing the manner in which some forms of compensation agreements increase agency costs by incentivizing risk-taking and explaining how this can be fixed).
investors, and other creditors to increase their monitoring. Because of an implicit expectation that the government will provide bailout funding due to the nature of the entity, ordinary SIFI creditors may have suboptimal incentives to monitor the performance of management. These incentives may change if a SIFI issues contingent capital securities with a conversion feature for investors and with an early conversion feature for its executives. Should the conversion of executives’ contingent convertible bonds occur, investors’ CCBs would likely be next in line for conversion. In effect, the conversion of the contingent convertible bonds issued to executives provides early notice to


178. Once a SIFI has issued contingent convertible bonds with conversion features, creditors are likely to be aware of the triggering events in the executives’ portion of CCBs because the triggers become public information. If a SIFI issues CCBs, its intent is likely to avoid future bailouts. Creditors would be aware of the SIFI’s intent and the measures taken to avoid a bailout and may be less likely to rely on future bailouts.

179. The proximity of conversion of executives’ CCBs and investors’ CCBs will depend on the trigger design. If the entity uses an institution-specific early automatic trigger based on a capital ratio for executives’ CCBs and a similar trigger with a less aggressive triggering threshold for investors’ CCBs, the proximity of conversion would depend on the difference in capital ratio in the respective trigger designs of executives’ CCBs and investors’ CCBs.
investors that their CCBs may also convert into equity unless they address the underlying issues. Accordingly, managers would likely be subjected to increased scrutiny by investors who fear the conversion of their contingent convertible bonds into near-worthless equity. Shareholders who fear the loss of their entire investment should the entity go into bankruptcy may also put managers under increased pressure to lower their risk-taking.\textsuperscript{180} The impending threat of dilution for existing shareholders due to the possible conversion of the contingent convertible bonds held by investors may motivate existing shareholders to get actively involved in the governance of the entity.\textsuperscript{181} Shareholder voting on management proposals to address perceived concerns could increase. The implicit threat of financial loss for all contingent convertible bonds investors in combination with the threat of dilution to existing shareholders could create overall increased pressure on managers to avoid the conversion of any portion of the CCBs.

Early triggers for contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation packages may increase and optimize the signaling of default risk at a time when the risk of default is present but still somewhat remote. Various existing measures signal default risk.\textsuperscript{182} Early triggers in executive compensation, however, signal

\textsuperscript{180} A possible downside of early conversion as a warning signal could be added pressure on the stock price, which could have negative effects in a pending crisis.


\textsuperscript{182} Existing signaling mechanisms for default risk, such as credit default swap pricing and Capital Asset management, Management, Earnings, and asset Liability management (CAMEL) ratings, do not seem to have provided sufficient protection for SIFIs during the past crisis. CAMEL ratings and credit default swap pricing did not suffice to signal default risk in the cases of Lehman Brothers, Bear Stearns, and Merrill Lynch. See generally Aline Darbellay & Frank Partnoy, \textit{Credit Rating Agencies and Regulatory Reform}, in \textit{Research Handbook on the Economics of Corporate Law} (Claire A. Hill & Brett H. McDonnell eds., 2012); Tao Sun, \textit{Identifying Vulnerabilities in Systemically-
an entity’s default risk much sooner than previously proposed triggers for contingent convertible bonds issued to investors and other mechanisms. The benefits of this early default signal include more time for managers to (1) adjust to the current market conditions, (2) lower their risk-taking, and (3) deleverage in a comparatively liquid market environment. The improved signaling of default risk through the early conversion of executives’ CCBs may help address the systemic risks that SIFIs pose. Early triggers in CCBs, when used in executive compensation, can improve the core function of CCBs, that is, lowering systemic risk.

The hybrid nature of contingent convertible bonds and the early conversion from debt to equity aligns the interests of executives equally with creditors and shareholders. Before the unlikely but theoretically possible conversion into equity, contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation align the interests of executives with holders of traditional debt and debt in the form of contingent convertible bonds. Because executives would be holding securities with long-term maturities and coupon payments, executives would have incentives to manage the company with the interests of debt-holders in mind. How well these incentives work may depend on the proportion of debt in the compensation packages of executives. Managers’ level of risk-taking and their strategic management of the entity could become more focused on long-term and sustainable development as a result of the interest alignment between managers and debt-

183. Traditionally, because shareholders elected directors and senior executives played a major role in this process, executives’ interests were aligned with shareholder interests. See generally Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 1, at 655–56 (showing the enormous influence CEOs can have in the election of directors and other governance issues). The emphasis on equity-based instruments in executive compensation has made a large proportion of executives’ compensation dependent on stock performance, which aligns executives’ interests with the interests of shareholders. See Core, Guay & Larcker, supra note 19 (synthesizing the broad literature on equity compensation and executive incentives, and highlighting topics that seem especially appropriate for future research); Michael C. Jensen & Kevin J. Murphy, Performance Pay and Top-Management Incentives, 98 J. Pol. Econ. 225, 226–27 (1990) (estimating the magnitude of the various mechanisms through which compensation policy can provide value-increasing incentives, including performance-based bonuses and salary revisions, stock options, and performance-based dismissal decisions); Meulbroek, supra note 19, at 5 (“Finance theory has long made the case for the use of equity-linked compensation plans as an effective means to align managers’ incentives with those of shareholders. In the last decade, finance practice, particularly in the United States, has embraced this prescription . . . ”); cf. Guido A. Ferrarini & Maria C. Ungureanu, Economics, Politics, and the International Principles for Sound Compensation Practices: An Analysis of Executive Pay at European Banks, 64 Vand. L. Rev. 431, 460 (2011) (explaining that the French banking model endured the crisis better than the traditionally liberal British model because of heavy regulation). Without a substantial portion of compensation in the form of debt instruments, managers may give into shareholder pressure to take higher risks for higher returns.

184. Managing the entity in the interest of debt-holders has implications for risk-taking, income inequality, and the sustainable development of the entity. See infra Part VI (discussing the impact of the proposed design on income inequality and sustainability).
holders and managers’ changed incentives. Because the early trigger for executives’ contingent convertible bonds also protects shareholders and their interest in the continuing existence of the entity, executives’ interests may be equally aligned with shareholders at a time when it is most needed.

If contingent convertible bonds replace a portion of equity-based compensation, contingent convertible bonds could lower income inequality and increase sustainability. If financial institutions begin using CCBs in executive compensation packages, depending on the calibration of the packages, the

185. Given that the average tenure of executives in the United States is less than seven years, interest alignment between managers and debt-holders is somewhat limited. However, debt in executive compensation could help shift executives’ management style so that it increasingly includes a long-term perspective. Managing for the long-term, in turn, could translate into longer tenures for executives. For a discussion of the increasing turnover rate of CEOs in the United States, see, for example, Steven N. Kaplan & Bernadette A. Minton, How Has CEO Turnover Changed?, 12 INT’L REV. FIN. 57, 58 (2012) (stating that a study of CEO tenure revealed that “[a]nnual turnover is 15.8% from 1992 to 2007, implying an average tenure as CEO of less than 7 years . . . . Since 2000, total CEO turnover increases to about 16.8%, implying an average CEO tenure of about 6 years.”); see also The Doofus Factor: How Can You Tell a Good Board of Directors from a Bad One? ECONOMIST, Sept. 17, 2011, at 69, available at http://www.economist.com/node/21529101 (“During the past decade the average tenure of chief executives has fallen to 6.6 years from 8.1 years, according to a recent study by Booz & Co, a consultancy.”).

186. See infra Part VI (elaborating on improved incentives for lowering risk, improved signaling of default risk, and improved monitoring).

187. Regardless of compensation policies, the strong relationship between managers and shareholders will likely endure. It is unlikely that firms will compensate managers entirely with debt. See infra Part VI.A (discussing contingent capital as inside debt).

188. The early trigger design could help align the interests of the two most powerful constituents in a financial institution at a time when it is most needed. Because executives become equity holders at a time when their actions should be most aligned with equity holders’ interests, that is, early before a possible insolvency of the entity, the early trigger design enables a shift in executive compensation and a corresponding interest alignment when it is most needed. Although the interests of managers are likely to be more aligned with those of shareholders, executives who hold hybrid securities may be incentivized to manage for the long-term and sustainable development of the entity and avoid volatility.

replacement of equity-based compensation with contingent convertible bonds could lower the overall compensation of executives. Although contingent convertible bonds would likely pay a substantial coupon rate, the return for executives would likely be incomparable with the return attainable with stock options and other equity-based compensation. If stock options are replaced with CCBs, not only would the total compensation for executives be lowered; short-termism and executives' focus on quarterly stock price performance would also be disincentivized. Executives are more likely to consider the sustainable development of the entity when stock price appreciation no longer directly benefits them personally. However, it is important to note that path dependencies in the executive compensation culture in the United States could make the lowering of overall compensation for executives and the addition of new design elements in executive compensation difficult.

C. Design Features to Avoid Abuse

If SIFI executives are compensated with contingent convertible bond instruments, opportunism could lead them to manipulate the triggering event to obtain stock upon contingent convertible bonds' conversion at a depressed price before or during a crisis. For instance, the conversion into equity at a

190. See Kaal, supra note 98 and accompanying text (discussing the coupon rate of between 7% and 9.2% paid by previously issued CCBs).


192. See Murphy, Walsh & Willison, supra note 140, at 7, 10 ("[T]he trigger metric could be undermined if it could be manipulated . . . .".) “With a trigger
value of $3 with a book value of $10 would create a substantial payoff. Opportunism may lead executives to disregard the impact of triggering the conversion on their reputation and career development prospects if the payoff is substantial.

Without rules and regulatory guidance regarding the design and issuance of contingent convertible bonds, SIFI executives may only be curtailed by their fiduciary duties. Existing fiduciary duties could prove insufficient to limit opportunism and abuse if the payoff for executives is substantial. Contingent convertible bondholders, regular bondholders, and shareholders would benefit from broader fiduciary duties.

metric based on a bank's equity price, there would be a risk that investors may short-sell a bank's equity to drive the equity price down in the absence of any change in the underlying value of a bank's assets and trigger a conversion event that results in a transfer of value from existing equity holders to precautionary contingent capital holders . . . .” Id. “[T]he risk of using market capitalisation to define the trigger event is that it could give investors an incentive to manipulate the equity price to trigger a conversion.” Id.


194. See Wall Street Fraud and Fiduciary Duties: Can Jail Time Serve as an
Adequate Deterrent for Willful Violations?: Hearing Before the S. Subcomm. on Crime and Drugs, Comm. on the Judiciary, 111th Cong. 835 (2010) (statement of John C. Coffee Jr., Adolf A. Berle Professor of Law, Columbia University Law School) (arguing that legislation is needed “to protect investors and to maintain market transparency and economic efficiency” and to return to the traditional norm that brokers should seek “to serve their clients (and not seek to profit from their losses)”); Danny Busch & Deborah A. DeMott, Liability of Asset Managers (Introduction), in LIABILITY OF ASSET MANAGERS (Danny Busch & Deborah A. DeMott eds., 2012); TAMAR FRANKEL, FIDUCIARY LAW (2011) (clarifying the theoretical underpinning for an expansive version of fiduciary duties and applying fiduciary theory to such contemporary problems as those in the securities industry and the professions, as well as to corporate issues such as executive compensation); Thomas Lee Hazen, Stock Broker Fiduciary Duties and the Impact of the Dodd–Frank Act, 15 N.C. BANKING INST. 47, 47 (2011) (“[A]lthough the existing framework for broker-dealer regulation is robust, it could be fine-tuned by possibly adding an express fiduciary duty requirement as well as more specific rule-based prohibitions.”); Douglas C. Michael, The Corporate Officer’s Independent Duty as a Tonic for the Anemic Law of Executive Compensation, 17 J. CORP. L. 785, 786, 824 (1992) (arguing that officers should have a “duty not to accept unreasonable compensation” and that courts should use officers’ fiduciary duties to engage in a sweeping review of the reasonableness of compensation); see also Lisa M. Fairfax, Spare the Rod, Spoil the Director? Revitalizing Directors’ Fiduciary Duty through Legal Liability, 42 Hous. L. Rev. 393, 394 (2005) (“[L]egal liability represents an essential mechanism for ensuring directors’ fidelity to their fiduciary duties and for questioning reform efforts that do not include such liability.”). For advocates of a fiduciary duty to bondholders, see, for example, LAWRENCE E. MITCHELL, PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE LAW (Lawrence E. Mitchell ed., 1995); Margaret M. Blair, Stakeholders as Shareholders, Ownership and Control: Rethinking Corporate Governance for the Twenty-First Century, 109 Harv. L. Rev. 1150 (1996); William W. Bratton Jr., Public Values and Corporate Fiduciary Law, 44 Rutgers L. Rev. 675 (1992); Jensen & Meckling, supra note 30, at 305; David Millon, Communitarians, Contractarians, and the Crisis in Corporate Law, 50 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1373 (1993); David Millon, Redefining Corporate Law, 24 Ind. L. Rev. 223 (1991); Lawrence E. Mitchell, A Critical Look at Corporate Governance, 45 Vand. L. Rev. 1263 (1992); Wai Shun Wilson Leung, The Inadequacy of Shareholder Primacy: A Proposed Corporate Regime that Recognizes Non-Shareholder Interests, 30 Colum. J.L. & Soc. Probs. 587 (1997). Contra Wall Street Fraud and Fiduciary Duties: Can Jail Time Serve as an Adequate Deterrent for Willful Violations?: Hearing Before the S. Subcomm. on Crime and Drugs, Comm. on the Judiciary, 111th Cong. 835 (2010) (statement of Larry E. Ribstein, Associate Dean for Research & Mildred Van Voorhis Jones Chair, University of Illinois College of Law); Larry E. Ribstein, Fencing Fiduciary Duties, 91 B.U. L. Rev. 899 (2011) (arguing for a more precise definition and more limited application of fiduciary duties because their usefulness depends on differentiation from other duties that apply in other settings). For cases that discuss officers’ fiduciary duties, see generally Hill & McDonnell, supra note 193, at 133.
In practice, the proportion of contingent convertible bond instruments in the total mix of executive compensation packages will likely be limited, which may counteract possible abuse. A mandatory holding period for all equity securities held by executives in the entity they manage after the conversion of their contingent convertible bonds into equity takes place would help limit possible abuse. A broader approach to curtail abuse could entail the cancellation of any stock options or other equity-based pay arrangements in the compensation packages of executives upon the conversion of executives' CCBs. Ultimately, manager/agent opportunism that results from the design of CCBS triggers and managers' participation in the design may necessitate regulatory guidance in the form of general principles or best practice guidelines for the design of CCBs and their issuance to investors and executives.

Although executives are unlikely to be directly involved in designing their own contingent convertible bond awards, executives often have a strong involvement and influence in the executive compensation process. Assuming that executives act opportunistically within the bounds of their fiduciary duties, executives may not create socially optimal designs for contingent convertible bonds. Executives' opportunism and involvement in drafting the trigger could result in suboptimal early triggers in contingent convertible bonds issued to executives. If the trigger design allows executives to influence the early trigger, the suboptimal early trigger could increase the potential for abuse because executives may use the trigger to obtain cheap stock during a crisis. If executives are involved in drafting the features of contingent convertible bonds issued to investors, their opportunism could result in contingent convertible bond designs that do not result in a significant threat of equity dilution upon conversion and other governance-improving design features. Because regulators and others are unlikely to provide rules,

195. See Bhagat & Romano, supra note 1, at 2–3 (discussing equity-based compensation).
196. Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 1; Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 2.
197. See supra Part IV (showing that the incomplete contract theory model acknowledges agent opportunism in the analysis of executive compensation policies).
guidelines, and best practice guidance for contingent convertible bond designs and issuances anytime soon, executives may continue to have a strong involvement in the design of contingent convertible bonds.\textsuperscript{199} Regulatory guidance on contingent capital designs and issuances may be needed to curtail the involvement of executives in the design of contingent convertible bonds and create socially optimal designs.\textsuperscript{200} Contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation could help create socially optimal designs for contingent convertible bonds issued to investors.\textsuperscript{201}

\textit{VI. Implications for Academic Debates}

Instituting contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation packages adds a new perspective to the academic debate in the context of inside debt, the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation, and the design of triggering events.\textsuperscript{202} As a result of their early conversion into equity (or the threat thereof), contingent convertible bonds provide several advantages beyond the benefits of traditional inside debt instruments in executive compensation.\textsuperscript{203} Contingent convertible bonds also add benefits to the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation.\textsuperscript{204} In the context of the creditor-centered approach, adding contingent convertible bonds or replacing other debt instruments in executive compensation

\textsuperscript{199} Institution- and industry-specific knowledge may make executives indispensable in drafting contingent convertible bonds. Regulatory guidelines and best practice guidance for contingent convertible bond designs could help ensure that executives are sufficiently involved but do not create socially suboptimal designs.

\textsuperscript{200} See Kaal, supra note 14, at 139–41 (noting that private ordering and market mechanisms may not result in socially optimal designs for contingent convertible bonds).

\textsuperscript{201} See supra Part V.B.2 (discussing the benefits of a design with early triggers).

\textsuperscript{202} See supra Part VI.A–C (discussing contingent capital as inside debt, improving the creditor-centered approach, and the impact of ownership characteristics on trigger design).

\textsuperscript{203} See infra Part VI.A (discussing contingent capital as inside debt).

\textsuperscript{204} See infra Part VI.B (discussing ways to improve the creditor-centered approach).
packages with contingent convertible bonds can optimize managers’ risk incentives, especially in comparison with traditional debt instruments in executive compensation packages.\footnote{See infra Part VI.B (discussing ways to improve the creditor-centered approach).} In the context of the debate on trigger designs, contingent convertible bonds with early triggers show that the ownership characteristics of the contingent convertible bondholders can have an impact on the efficient design of contingent capital triggers.\footnote{See infra Part VI.C (discussing the impact of ownership characteristics on trigger design).}

### A. Contingent Capital as Inside Debt

Empirical studies have demonstrated that risk-taking declines if executives hold more debt relative to their equity holdings.\footnote{See Calcagno & Renneboog, supra note 82, at 1808–09 (maintaining that the increase in the leverage of Anglo-American corporations has stimulated interest in the role of debt as a direct incentive device for managers to generate stronger corporate performance and showing that including risky debt in the capital structure changes a principal’s “incentive to give incentives”); see also Edmans & Liu, supra note 82 (arguing that a debt bias can improve executives’ efforts as well as deter risk-shifting); Tao-Hsien Dolly King & Min-Ming Wen, Shareholder and Bondholder Governance, and Managerial Risk-Taking, 35 J. BANKING & FIN. 512, 530 (2011) (showing that strong bondholder governance incentivizes low-risk investments); Ortiz-Molina, supra note 82, at 78–83, 90–91 (examining how CEO compensation is related to firms’ capital structures and arguing that the hypothesis that debt reduces manager–shareholder conflicts can explain some—but not all—of the results); Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8; Gerakos, supra note 8, at 23 (finding that pension benefits may reduce risk-taking); Tung & Wang, supra note 8 (showing that their empirical evidence provides a rationale for the use of inside debt compensation in structuring executive compensation in the banking context); Wei & Yermack, supra note 8. Other studies reject the idea that corporate governance and executive compensation are correlated. See Core et al., supra note 8, at 385–88; Dorf, supra note 169, at 5; Johnson et al., supra note 169, at 17, 38; Carter & Lynch, supra note 169, at 222 (finding no relationship between institutional ownership and the re-pricing decision); see also Anderson & Bizjak, supra note 169, at 1344; Wan, supra note 169, at 23 ("[There is] no systematic evidence that board composition affects change in CEO compensation."). Some scholars argue that there is no role for inside debt in executive compensation because bonuses, salaries, and managerial reputation constitute adequate remedies to debt’s agency costs. See David Hirshleifer & Anjan V. Thakor, Managerial...}
held by firm insiders. Inside debt, which includes pensions and deferred compensation, is already a substantial part of executive compensation in the United States. Unlike equity-based compensation, inside debt creates fixed claims for managers with a stake in the firm’s liquidation value, which reduces risk-taking incentives for executives and the associated agency costs. When managers have a stake in the liquidation value of the firm, they are more likely to increase their efforts in the vicinity of insolvency. Inside debt could provide adequate signaling of managers’ risk-taking.

Inside debt in the form of contingent convertible bonds has characteristics that could prove preferable to traditional inside debt. Managers’ inside debt stake in the firm’s liquidation


208. Cassell et al., supra note 8, at 588 (“CEO inside debt holdings (pension benefits and deferred compensation) are generally unsecured and unfunded liabilities of the firm.”); Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 75 (defining inside debt as debt—or any security with payoffs very similar to debt—held by the manager, and contrasting it with outside debt, which is held by external investors); Jensen & Meckling, supra note 30, at 352 (defining inside debt as “debt held by the manager”).

209. Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 76 (“U.S. CEOs hold substantial defined benefit pensions. These are unsecured, unfunded obligations which, in nearly all cases, have equal priority with other creditors in bankruptcy and thus constitute inside debt.”); Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1 (“The most common form of these intracompany IOUs are benefit pensions and deferred compensation.”); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 13 (defining bank CEOs’ inside debt as the present value of the CEO’s pension and deferred compensation balances).

210. See Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8.

211. Edmans & Liu, supra note 82 (showing that the probability of default and the manager’s ability to affect liquidation values affect the appropriate amount of inside debt).

212. Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 4.

213. Tung, supra note 9, at 35 (arguing that subordinated inside debt on the subsidiary level is preferable to debt of the holding company for signaling). Contra Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 2, at 273–97 (proposing to pay executives through debt of the bank holding company).

214. See supra Part V.B.2 (elaborating on the benefits of an early trigger design).
value and the associated governance benefits\textsuperscript{215} incentive optimization\textsuperscript{216} and reduction of agency costs\textsuperscript{217} depend on the solvency of the respective entity. Inside debt without a conversion feature provides no mechanism to ensure the solvency of the entity. Contingent convertible bonds with a conversion feature offer the additional benefit of creating an early warning system and a buffer before insolvency that can help an entity avoid default.\textsuperscript{218} As a debt instrument with an early trigger before conversion, contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation have all the benefits of inside debt\textsuperscript{219} in addition to the benefits of an early trigger design.\textsuperscript{220}

Because the contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation packages would convert into equity early before insolvency, the value of the equity after conversion of the respective executives’ contingent convertible bonds before bankruptcy could still be higher than the liquidation value of

\textsuperscript{215}. Cassell et al., supra note 8, at 589 (“[O]ther studies find that inside debt holdings are associated with higher firm liquidation value . . . and lower credit default swap spreads . . . .”); Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 79; Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1558; Tung, supra note 9, at 26.

\textsuperscript{216}. Tung, supra note 9, at 3 (arguing that market pricing of inside debt is particularly sensitive to downside risk and that including inside debt in bankers' compensation packages could therefore give managers "direct personal incentives to avoid excessive risk").

\textsuperscript{217}. Id.; see also Jensen & Meckling, supra note 30; Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1572 (“Debt-based compensation reduces the agency costs of debt . . . we should observe a positive association between the CEO's debt-to-equity ratio and the firm's leverage.”); Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 79 (demonstrating that inside debt is a superior remedy to the agency costs of debt than the bonuses advocated by prior research).

\textsuperscript{218}. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14 (discussing the use of contingent capital to create a buffer in the vicinity of bankruptcy).

\textsuperscript{219}. See Edmans & Liu, supra note 82, at 92 (“Inside debt can be a more effective solution to creditor expropriation than salaries, bonuses, reputation and private benefits, owing to its sensitivity to liquidation value.”); Sundaram & Yermack, supra note 8, at 1558, 1583 (“Inside equity aligns managers with equity holders in good states, but inside debt aligns managers with debt-holders in bad states . . . . Debt-based compensation provides managers with interesting incentives to reduce the agency costs of debt.”); Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 26 (“CEOs' inside debt holdings preceding the Crisis are significantly positively associated with bank performance and significantly negatively associated with bank risk taking during the Crisis.”).

\textsuperscript{220}. See supra Part V.B.2 (explaining the benefits of the early trigger design).
traditional inside debt. Unlike the liquidation value of traditional inside debt, the equity in executives’ portfolios after the conversion of the contingent convertible bonds can still be increased because the early trigger creates a substantial buffer before insolvency. Contingent convertible bonds as inside debt would not only have the benefits of inside debt before conversion, but would also provide significant incentives for management to maintain the value of equity after conversion.

Contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation could also help optimize inside debt instruments to incentivize lower risk-taking by managers. Similar to other inside debt instruments, the market price of contingent convertible bonds would likely be affected by managers’ risk-taking. Like subordinated inside debt on the subsidiary level, before conversion into equity, contingent convertible bonds can incentivize executives to lower their risk-taking because contingent convertible bond prices are sensitive to downside risks of SIFIs, including the risk of default. Contingent convertible

221. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 233–34
A common denominator in the proposals on the use of contingent capital in the context of avoiding future crises could be the issuance of a . . . percentage of a financial institution’s long-term debt capital as convertible debt securities that convert into equity when triggered by financial weakening of the . . . institution. However, debt–equity conversion is not a new concept. The financial crisis has drawn increasing attention to this concept because the conversion of debt into equity could be an attractive alternative to forcing strained, but not insolvent, financial institutions into restructuring or liquidation.

222. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 293 (“Strained financial institutions may find the automatic conversion of debt into equity an attractive alternative to being forced into restructuring or liquidation.”).

223. See supra notes 211–12 and accompanying text (explaining how the conversion of contingent capital bonds creates incentives for managers).

224. See Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 3 (discussing the pricing sensitivity of inside bank debt on the subsidiary level with regard to executive risk-taking). Contra Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 269–74 (suggesting that managers’ risk-taking probably does not affect inside debt in the form of debt of the bank holding company to a great extent).

225. See Tung & Wang, supra note 8, at 35 (providing tables on subordinated inside debt at the subsidiary level).

226. See Murphy, Walsh & Willison, supra note 140, at 6 (arguing that the pricing of contingent convertible bonds could be a guide to the markets’ view on
bonds, however, provide an additional feature. Upon the conversion of the contingent convertible bonds, the downside pressure on equity places additional weight on the value of the equity portion of executives’ pay packages. Upon conversion, the executives would not only forego the contingent convertible bonds in their compensation packages, but they would also hold converted equity and equity held prior to the conversion at a depressed value. The price-sensitivity-induced incentives for lowering risk before conversion and the new emphasis on the equity portion of the pay package after conversion create a combined effect on executives’ incentives. This combined effect could create comparatively stronger incentives for executives to take fewer risks in order to avoid the triggering event. The emphasis in this design is on incentives that lower executives’ risk-taking and help avoid the early trigger.

Critics argue that liquidity shocks and other exogenous factors could influence debt trading prices unrelated to managers’

227. The conversion of contingent convertible bonds signals to the market that the entity could be insolvent which might result in downside pressure on the stock price. See Sundaresan & Wang, supra note 146, at 6 (“[C]ontingent capital is essentially a junior debt that converts to equity shares when the stock price reaches a certain low threshold.”).

228. See Murphy, Walsh & Willison, supra note 140, at 6 (“But it seems unlikely that precautionary contingent capital could be less costly than equity . . . . [I]f the private information is primarily about the downside risk faced by a bank, the values of equity and precautionary contingent capital could be similarly affected by this private information.”).

229. See id. at 8 (“The presence of precautionary contingent capital could also risk creating systemic problems in other ways if bank equity holders or managers seek to avoid the trigger event . . . . [M]anagers could have an incentive to do this if they fear that conversion could lead to their replacement.”). Managing to avoid the triggering event alone may be possible by ignoring the other interests of various constituents. See id. (“If the trigger metric depends on a bank’s ratio of capital-to-assets or risk-weighted assets, incumbent equity holders or managers could try to reduce assets to push the ratio up and away from the trigger value.”).

230. Executives are unlikely to increase their risk-taking after conversion of their CCBs to salvage the equity value of their portfolio because of the public nature of the trigger, the entity’s vicinity to bankruptcy, and managers’ inability to obtain other forms of financing if they increase the risk profile of the entity. See supra Part V.C (suggesting a mandatory holding period upon the conversion of executives’ contingent convertible bonds for all equity in the entity the executives manage).
risk-taking, making debt at the subsidiary level less useful for signaling. 231 Contingent convertible bonds should be less prone to liquidity shocks because of their inordinately high coupon rate of between 7% and 9.5%. 232 Although there is no assurance that oversubscribed issuances 233 guarantee future liquidity, the coupon rates of contingent convertible bonds could help hedge the liquidity risk. 234

Critics also allege that the inside debt theory of executive compensation ignores suboptimal short- and long-term incentives that may result from the inclusion of long-term debt in the

---

231. See Sepe, supra note 1, at 211 (arguing that the creditor-centered approach is flawed for three reasons: (1) banks’ debt obligations include, in large part, private debt; (2) bank-issued bonds trade at a markedly lower volume than bank equity; and (3) bank liabilities not included on balance sheets exist but their existence is difficult to demonstrate).

232. See Press Release, Credit Suisse, Credit Suisse Grp. Executes Agreement to Put in Place CHF 6 Billion of Tier 1 Buffer Capital Notes (Feb. 14, 2011), available at https://emagazine.credit-suisse.com/app/article/index.cfm?fuseaction=OpenArticle&aoid=300208&coid=293554&lang=EN; Press Release, Credit Suisse, Credit Suisse Group Places 7.875% Tier 2 Buffer Capital Notes (Feb. 17, 2011), available at https://publications.credit-suisse.com/app/article/index.cfm?fuseaction%20=%20OpenArticle&aoid=300504&coid=293551&lang=EN (“The Tier 2 BCNs were offered on a ‘Regulation S-only’ basis outside the US and other restricted jurisdictions in a minimum denomination of USD 100,000. The USD 2 billion Tier 2 BCNs will initially carry a coupon rate of 7.875% per annum.”). Regarding the Barclays issuance and coupon rate, see supra notes 134–35; see also Paul Clarke, BarCap’s 7% Coco Coupon Is Decidedly More Generous Than Most Deferred Bonuses, REUTERS, (Apr. 20, 2011), available at http://news.reuters.efinancialcareers.co.uk/News_ITEM/newsItemId-32101 (“The coupon rate of 7% is not just too generous for shareholders, it also outstrips the rate of interest being paid on most other deferred cash bonuses.”); Treanor, supra note 135, at 50 (“The Barclays cocos would pay a 7% coupon—or rate of interest—annually, not compounded.”).

233. See Katharina Bart, Credit Suisse Sells $2 Billion of Co-Cos to Public, WALL ST. J. (Feb. 17, 2011, 6:44 PM), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704546704576150861690164484.html (“A person familiar with the situation said the issue was oversubscribed.”) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review); Mary Watkins, Credit Suisse to Use ‘Cocos’ to Raise Sfr250M, FT.COM, (Mar. 7, 2012, 6:25 PM), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/e77c968c-686e-11e1-b803-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1xqtwSc2 (“The bank last year raised $2bn using cocos in a heavily oversubscribed issue.”) (on file with the Washington and Lee Law Review); Murphy, Walsh & Willison, supra note 140, at 9 (stating that the CS issue was around eleven times oversubscribed); see also Kaal, supra note 14, at 312–15.

234. See Murphy, Walsh & Willison, supra note 140, at 15 (explaining the effects of varying coupon rates).
compensation packages of executives. They argue that long-term debt securities in the compensation packages of executives will not disincentivize high-risk, short-term transactions because managers can expect short-term gains that exceed the discounted value of their long-term debt securities. Adding contingent convertible bonds with early triggers as part of the inside debt portion of executives’ compensation packages could change managers’ incentives. Executives would no longer simply focus on the debt versus equity portion of their portfolio; they would also consider the effects of triggering events. In the day-to-day operation of the business, managers would need to consider the triggering event of a substantial portion of their outstanding debt instruments and the implications that a triggering event would have on the entity and their personal finances. Managing to avoid the early trigger would allow for enough risk-taking by managers to generate sufficient returns but, at the same time, would curtail risk-taking enough to avoid the negative effects of the triggering event.

235. See Sepe, supra note 1, at 223 (“Accordingly, the theory overlooks the perverse incentives long-term debt may produce both in the short- and long-run.”).

236. See id. (“Tying managers’ financial rewards to debt securities with a long-term maturity will not induce managers to refrain from taking risky bets in the short run, because the expected short-term gains from these bets will tend to exceed the discounted value of managers’ debt holdings.”). With equity-based compensation in managers’ compensation packages, managers may still be incentivized to drive up the stock price and exercise stock options at an opportune time. However, risk-taking generated by equity-based pay can be overcome if the calibration of debt- and equity-based compensation in the executive compensation package favors debt and requires a minimal holding period. See Bhagat & Romano, supra note 1, at 361–62 (discussing the equity-based part of the compensation package).

237. See supra Part V.B (discussing the effects of triggering events and management incentives). Triggering events in contingent capital securities can take various forms. The debate on what triggers should be used is ongoing. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 300 (“While institution-specific triggers would presumably grant most certainty to market participants, regulatory trigger designs could provide lower levels of certainty.”); Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 233–38 (examining the different trigger designs and their effects on risk-taking).

238. See supra note 169 and accompanying text (noting studies that explore how managers behave depending on the ratio of their debt to their equity).

239. These are ideal typical model assumptions. However, with the right trigger design, executives’ incentives and interests could be substantially
B. Improving the Creditor-Centered Approach

Contingent convertible bonds with early triggers in executive compensation can help to improve the creditor-centered approach to executive compensation. Existing compensation practices have an effect on managers’ risk-taking and risk preferences as well as the firm’s long-term profitability and sustainability.\(^{240}\) Including improved. See, e.g., McDonald, supra note 95, at 3 ("The fact that the dual-trigger structure permits banks to sometimes fail addresses the concern that contingent capital would blunt the incentive effects of debt.").

\(^{240}\) See Bebchuk & Fried, supra note 1, at 671 ("Unlike defined contribution plans, which force the employee to bear the risk of poor investment performance, defined benefit plans shift the risk of investment performance to the firm."); Carl R. Chen, Thomas L. Steiner & Ann Marie Whyte, Does Stock Option-Based Executive Compensation Induce Risk-Taking? An Analysis of the Banking Industry, 30 J. BANKING & FIN. 915, 916 (2006) ("The compensation level and structure employed by each bank has implications for risk-taking and for the agency relation between managers and stockholders."); Jeffrey L. Coles, Naveen D. Daniel & Lalitha Naveen, Managerial Incentives and Risk-Taking, 79 J. FIN. ECON. 431, 442–43 (2006) (providing empirical evidence of a strong causal relation between managerial compensation and investment policy, debt policy, and firm risk); Robert Haugen & Lemma Senbet, Resolving the Agency Problems of External Capital Through Options, 36 J. FIN. 629, 640 (1981) ("[T]here may remain an incentive for the manager to engage in either high or low risk investment programs. This is the well-known wealth transfer problem associated with the existence of risky debt in the capital structure."); Jenson & Meckling, supra note 30, at 309–10 ("[E]xisting literature focuses almost exclusively on the normative aspects of the agency relationship; that is, how to structure the contractual relation (including compensation incentives) between the principal and agent to provide appropriate incentives for the agent to make choices which will maximize the principal’s welfare . . . ."); Kose John, Anthony Saunders & Lemma W. Senbet, Perspectives on Bank Capital Regulation and Managerial Compensation, 19 J. BANKING & FIN. 735 (1995); Clifford W. Smith & Rene M. Stulz, The Determinants of Firms’ Hedging Policies, 20 J. FIN. & QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 391, 399 (1985) (suggesting that shareholders can affect management’s risk aversion through the design of compensation contracts); Bolton, Mehran, & Shapiro, supra note 19, at 1 ("[S]tructuring CEO incentives to maximize shareholder value in a levered firm tends to encourage excess risk taking."); COUNCIL OF INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, TOP 10 RED FLAGS TO WATCH FOR WHEN CASTING AN ADVISORY VOTE ON EXECUTIVE PAY 1 (2010), available at http://www.cii.org/UserFiles/file/resource%20center/publications/March%202010%20-%20Say%20on%20Pay%20Checklist.pdf ("Poorly-designed incentives can promote excessive risk-taking and get-rich quick mentalities—key contributors to the financial crisis."). Several empirical studies have explored the connection between managerial stock, option holdings, or both, and financial strategy or corporate focus (such as leverage, repurchase, or the extent of derivatives usage and hedging). See generally Anup Agrawal & Gershon Mandelker, Managerial Incentives and Corporate Investment and Financing Decisions, 42 J. FIN. 823
CONTINGENT CAPITAL

in executive compensation packages a basket of securities that represents a predefined percentage of the common shares could help address the shortcomings of existing executive compensation practices.\footnote{241}

Adding contingent convertible bonds to the basket of securities in executive compensation could further improve executive compensation practices. Like other debt securities in executive compensation, contingent convertible bonds may increase sustainability and can help overcome income inequality.\footnote{242} If a SIFI issues contingent convertible bonds to

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{241.} See Bebchuk & Spamann, \textit{supra} note 1, at 253, 283–84 (discussing how executive compensation packages are one of several corporate governance measures that address excessive risk-taking and how regulating such incentives should be standard procedure in the future). Weighting debt securities, including contingent convertible bonds, heavily in the calibration of executive compensation packages may increase the positive effects of debt in executive compensation packages. See \textit{supra} note 237 and accompanying text (expounding on the positive effects). At the same time, debt may not be the preferred form of compensation for executives. Calibrating executive compensation packages to account for desired incentives and governance improvements while giving sufficient incentives for executives to perform within expected parameters may require an institution-specific relational approach and learning from experience. See \textit{supra} Part IV (discussing the benefits of the incomplete contract theory of NIE).

\textsuperscript{242.} See Empowering Shareholders on Executive Compensation: H.R. 1257, the Shareholder Vote on Executive Compensation Act: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs., 110th Cong. 129 (2007) (testimony of Steven N. Kaplan,}
replace a substantial portion of its executives’ equity-based compensation, the coupon rate of contingent convertible bonds (between 7% and 9.5%), albeit higher than traditional debt instruments, could help address concerns over income inequality. For the remaining portion of executives’ equity-based compensation, a mandatory holding period upon the conversion of the contingent convertible bonds could provide incentives for sustainability. The coupon rate of contingent convertible bonds may be incomparable with the upside potential of equity-based compensation, especially for stock options. The coupon rate of contingent convertible bonds, however, is higher than the coupon rate of traditional debt instruments. This


Inequality today at the top end of the income distribution can be attributed to four different sectors of the economy—top executives of non-financial firms (Main Street); financial service sector employees from investment banks, hedge funds, private equity funds, and mutual funds (Wall Street); lawyers; and professional athletes and celebrities.

243. See supra note 232 and accompanying text (describing Credit Suisse issuance statistics).

244. See supra Part V (discussing how the governance-improving features of contingent capital bonds can be applied to executive compensation); supra note 188 and accompanying text (explaining that contingent convertible bonds can lower income inequality and increase sustainability).

245. See Bhagat & Romano, supra note 1, at 361 (suggesting a two- to four-year holding period for equity-based compensation).

246. See Markus Pelger, Contingent Convertible Bonds: Pricing, Dilution Costs and Effective Regulation 7–11 (Coleman Fung Risk Mgmt. Research Ctr.,
higher coupon rate could make it a more attractive instrument in executive compensation. The attractive features of CCBs may help establish CCBs in the executive compensation culture in the United States and thereby improve corporate governance.

Because of the conversion feature, contingent convertible bonds may have additional benefits. Unlike traditional debt instruments in executive compensation, contingent convertible bonds provide incentives for increased monitoring by creditors and shareholders. They also align executives’ interests with the interests of shareholders and creditors. Most importantly, adding contingent convertible bonds or replacing other debt instruments in executive compensation packages with contingent convertible bonds with early triggers helps improve managers’ risk incentives. The conversion feature of contingent convertible bonds decreases executives’ risk-taking incentives because holding a substantial portion of debt rather than equity disincentivizes short-termism and executives’ focus on quarterly stock price performance. The early conversion feature also creates a risk that if executives do not lower their risk-taking and manage the entity well enough to avoid the trigger, they will receive equity at a point in time when the equity value will be substantially diminished.
Replacing a substantial portion of equity-based compensation with contingent convertible bonds can also help create incentives for managers to keep the business solvent. During the Financial Crisis, Lehman Brothers experienced a severe shortfall in solvency in part because its CEO Richard S. Fuld, Jr. had a substantial equity stake in the company and, in an effort to preserve his own interests, refused to pursue a dilutive capital infusion or sell the firm in order to avoid the firm’s failure (the Fuld Problem). Motivated in part by a desire to address the Fuld Problem, Jeffrey Gordon suggests using convertible, equity-based pay to compensate executives. For example, executives in financial firms would receive a substantial part of their stock-related compensation in equity securities that convert to subordinated debt upon a triggering event. Gordon contrasts convertible equity-based pay with contingent convertible bonds and argues that contingent convertible bonds would not address the Fuld Problem.

If a financial institution issues contingent convertible bonds to the general public and its executives, and a large part of equity-based executive compensation is replaced with CCBs, SIFI managers may be more concerned with managing the entity to prevent the early triggering event than with averting an

251. See Executive Compensation, supra note 19, at 7 (“This might be called ‘the Fuld Problem’: a CEO who is reluctant to negotiate a large equity raise (or sell the firm) because the terms would massively dilute his personal equity stake and who instead may calculate that holding out [will be more beneficial to him or her].”)

252. See id. at 11 (“[S]enior executives at financial firms should receive a significant portion of stock-related compensation in the form of equity that will convert into subordinated debt upon certain external triggering events . . . .”)

253. Id.

254. See id. at 11 n.18 (“Convertible equity-based pay bears a family resemblance to ‘contingent convertible bonds’ . . . . Among other features, ‘co-cos’ promote shareholder monitoring of managerial risk-taking by providing a credible threat of dilution in the event of financial distress . . . .”)

255. See Kaaal, supra note 14, at 321 (discussing how Credit Suisse and other SIFIs have already issued contingent convertible bonds to the public); see also supra note 134 and accompanying text (noting that Barclays has already issued contingent convertible bonds to its executives).

256. See supra Part V.C (explaining how SIFI executives might be led to manipulate triggering events if they are compensated with contingent convertible bonds).
equity infusion to avoid dilution of their own equity stake. If executives' compensation packages do not include a large equity portion, managers have no incentive to avoid an equity infusion to preserve the value of their own equity.\textsuperscript{257} Even if a substantial portion of executives' compensation remains equity-based, the early conversion of contingent convertible bonds affects not only the debt portion of executives' compensation but also the value of the equity portion after the contingent convertible bonds portion is converted.\textsuperscript{258} The lower value of the equity portion after the conversion of the contingent convertible bonds, in combination with the negative impact of the CCBS conversion on the existing equity of the respective entity, makes it less likely that executives will fear the effect of raising additional equity, such as a negative impact on price and the dilutive effect.\textsuperscript{259}

Because contingent convertible bonds are addressed to the entire equity base and would, according to some proposals, become a (mandatory) feature of SIFIs' balance sheets, the dilution and the effect on managers could be greater with convertible equity-based pay.\textsuperscript{260} However, the effect of the

\textsuperscript{257} See Bebchuk & Spamann, supra note 1, at 272 ("[T]he holder of [an out-of-the-money] option will be indifferent between a stable stock price and further losses of any magnitude. On the upside, only very large stock price gains will yield a positive payoff for the option holder.").

\textsuperscript{258} See supra Part V.B (examining the consequences of an early conversion of contingent convertible bonds and the effects of such conversion on executives' risk-taking). Opportunism may lead managers to increase the risk profile of the entity after conversion, enabling them to regain the lost equity value in their portfolio. On the other hand, an increase in the risk profile would affect the ability of the entity to obtain other forms of financing such as bridge loans. The increase in the risk profile after conversion is also unlikely because the early conversion would probably increase CCBs investors' and shareholders' monitoring of the entity. See Executive Compensation, supra note 19, at 11 n.18 ("Among other features, 'co-cos' promote shareholder monitoring of managerial risk-taking by providing a credible threat of dilution in the event of financial distress, because of the automatic conversion of a significant amount of debt into equity.").

\textsuperscript{259} See id. at 11 ("The equity will convert into subordinated debt based on the value of the converted equity as of a period prior to the conversion moment . . . This mechanism both imposes losses on senior management for deterioration in the firm’s financial condition while giving it a significant stake in avoiding further deterioration.").

\textsuperscript{260} See id. at 11 n.18 ("Assuming that anti-dilution protection is scrubbed out of managerial compensation contracts, the dilution threat from co-co's should also directly affect management behavior.").
conversion from equity to debt will largely depend on the trigger
design. There is currently no consensus on the ideal trigger
design for convertible securities. Depending on the trigger
design, a mandatory conversion of senior managers’ equity into
subordinated debt on a valuation basis may not lead to a
significant loss if the trigger from equity to subordinated debt
comes after a likely significant loss in the share price of the
entity. Although mandatory contingent convertible bond
issuances with predefined triggering events could have better
corporate governance outcomes, it is noteworthy that the
contingent convertible bond market has evolved without
mandatory issuances. Also, the Fuld Problem is only one of
many corporate governance concerns pertaining to SIFIs. The
approach in this Article is broader. The issuance of contingent
convertible bonds to the public has great potential to improve
several aspects of corporate governance in SIFIs.

261. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 300–01 (describing how different trigger
designs pose different problems); see also Henkel & Kaal, supra note 149, at
251–57 (showing the uncertainty and risk involved in the different trigger
designs).

262. See Executive Compensation, supra note 19, at 16 (“[A] mandatory
conversion of senior managers’ equity into subordinated debt on valuation
basis . . . [can] impose[] an immediate loss but . . . also [may] preserve[]
incentives to prevent further deterioration of the firm.”).

263. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 317 (“The experimentation with different
CCS rules and a mixture of market solutions, private ordering, and mandatory
rules in different jurisdictions could help avoid a ‘stable rule’ and permit
dynamic regulation.”).

264. See id. at 308–12 (discussing the evolving market in contingent capital).

265. See supra note 251 and accompanying text (defining “the Fuld
Problem”).

266. Another similar problem is that “the incentives originating from
corporate governance controls may not work in SIFIs.” Kaal & Henkel, supra
note 14, at 242.

267. The common denominator between Gordon’s proposal and the proposal
in this Article is the avoidance of SIFI resolution and distress in the financial
sector. Compare Executive Compensation, supra note 19, at 2 (focusing instead
on the ever-widening gap between executives’ interests and those of
nonmanagerial shareholders), with supra notes 240–44 and accompanying text
(examining contingent corporate bonds’ effect on risk-taking and income
inequality).

268. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 321–22 (“While commercial motives are
certain to have played a major role in the CCS issuance by Credit Suisse and
convertible bonds in executive compensation can solidify, and in some cases, intensify the positive effects on corporate governance.269

C. The Impact of Ownership Characteristics on Trigger Design

The literature on trigger designs of contingent capital focuses on the efficient calibration of triggering events.270 The efficient calibration of triggering events is central to the design of contingent capital because the trigger affects if and when the conversion of contingent convertible bonds takes place.271 The efficient conversion of contingent convertible bonds into equity has substantial implications for the effectiveness of contingent convertible bonds and their ability to make financial institutions safer.272

The literature on contingent capital trigger designs is largely silent regarding the effect of trigger designs on corporate governance.273 Contingent convertible bonds issued to Barclays, the use of contingent capital to avoid public sector support and to compensate executives could be a first step towards corporate governance reform from within, with potentially larger implications.

269. See supra Part V.B (explaining how contingent convertible bonds that specifically include an early trigger design may optimize the effects on corporate governance).

270. See Henkel & Kaal, supra note 149, at 251–52 (“The efficient calibration of triggering events is central to the design of contingent capital. . . . Scholars discuss various trigger events that may be categorized as follows: (1) transactional triggers, (2) automatic triggers, (3) statutory triggers, and (4) regulatory triggers.”); Kaal, supra note 14, at 298–99 (“The optimal design of CCS has been the subject of a long academic debate. Unresolved questions include design features of CCS and the calibration of design features, the mandatory or voluntary nature of contingent capital, the objectives of CCS, market evolution, and the volume of CCS issuance, among others.”).

271. See Henkel & Kaal, supra note 149, at 251 (“The efficient calibration of triggering events is central to the design of contingent capital. The optimal design for a trigger event that converts debt into equity is unclear.”).

272. See Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 224–25 (“Contingent capital is the predefined conversion of financial institutions’ debt securities upon a triggering event into equity securities. Pending contingent capital proposals are expected to make financial institutions more resilient and avoid a future financial crisis.”).

273. See Kaal, supra note 14, at 300–01 (discussing the potential benefits and drawbacks of trigger designs, but not addressing trigger designs’ effect on
executives\textsuperscript{274} place a new emphasis on the impact of ownership characteristics on trigger designs. Trigger designs that may work well in financial institutions with the traditional mix of debt-holders and shareholders may be suboptimal if executives also hold debt instruments in the form of contingent convertible bonds.\textsuperscript{275} The nature of ownership of contingent convertible bonds may create different demands on the design features. Who owns the contingent convertible bonds can impact the efficiency, effectiveness, and corporate governance results of trigger designs.\textsuperscript{276} Recognizing that ownership characteristics can have an impact on the efficient design of contingent capital triggers can help adjust designs and avoid suboptimal outcomes.\textsuperscript{277}

\textbf{VII. Conclusion}

Contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation are not a mere theoretical concept. European SIFIs have started to add contingent convertible bonds to executive compensation packages.\textsuperscript{278} Path dependencies could make it difficult to adopt governance-improving elements in executive compensation policies in the United States.\textsuperscript{279} Contingent convertible bonds display many commercially attractive features that could help establish these hybrid securities in the compensation packages of executives in the United States. Like other debt securities in executive compensation, contingent convertible bonds can lower income inequality and incentivize the long-term and sustainable corporate governance).

\textsuperscript{274.} See supra note 134 and Part V.A (reviewing Barclays’s issuance of contingent convertible bonds to executives).

\textsuperscript{275.} Kaal & Henkel, supra note 14, at 301.

\textsuperscript{276.} See Henkel & Kaal, supra note 149, at 252 (“Constituents favor trigger designs in accordance with their own utility preferences.”).

\textsuperscript{277.} Adjusting the design of CCBs to take ownership characteristics into account could complicate this analysis, which already deals with a substantial number of parameters. However, the design of CCBs should not be compromised in order to avoid complexity.

\textsuperscript{278.} See supra note 17 and accompanying text (discussing Barclays’s use of contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation).

\textsuperscript{279.} See supra note 191 and accompanying text (identifying path dependence as an obstacle to the adoption of contingent convertible bonds in the United States).
development of SIFIs. Additionally, an early trigger design for contingent convertible bonds in executive compensation can help further improve governance shortcomings in SIFIs. Contingent convertible bonds with an early trigger design enable earlier signaling of default risk; they provide increased incentives for monitoring by creditors and shareholders as well as incentives for executives to lower their risk-taking.

280. See supra note 189 and accompanying text (explaining that if contingent convertible bonds replace equity-based executive compensation, contingent convertible bonds may lower income inequality).

281. See supra notes 221–23 and accompanying text (expanding on the benefits of an early trigger design).

282. See supra note 247 and accompanying text (discussing how early trigger designs can incentivize creditors and shareholders to monitor executives’ risk-taking).